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Safety officials weigh in on pregaming before events
BY TAYLOUR KUMPF
News Editor
Last week, the Student Programs
Office (SPO) announced its decision to
place a temporary moratorium on largescale concerts in Conte Forum, citing
an increase in alcohol-related medical
transports as rationale. Now, student
safety workers say that it?s ultimately
up to students to modify their drinking

behavior.
According to BCPD Chief John King, it
all starts with personalresponsibility.
?If students pregame and are consuming large amounts of alcohol before

aLex trautwig / heights

events, it?s going to catch up to them in

Outdoors
Club receives

a short amount of time,? King said. ?It?s
about making sure students are making
responsible decisions. It?s reasonable to
conclude that if we had fewer students
drinking to excess, therewouldbe fewer

transports.?

The SPO?s moratorium came after a
string of rowdier-than-average Conte
Forum events that saw dozensof students
transported for excessive drinking. At
last year?s fall concert featuring Kid Cudi,
safety officials transported nearly 40
Boston College students. Last semester?s
spring concert saw nearly 30 attendees
transported.

recognition
University sponsors
nature excursions
BY ANA LOPEZ
Heights Editor

While concern about medical transports was the primary reason for the
moratorium, neitherthe BCPD nor Eagles
EMS had any say in the decision.
?It really doesn?t matter if we?re for or

See Transport Policy, A4

editor

Keegan Dougherty (above) serves as the
functioning president for the Outdoors Club.

Photo courtesy of chris faherty / eagLe ems
Members of Eagle EMS (above) are seen taking part in an evacuation simulation, duringwhich a mock evacueefell in the stands.

For the first time in over two decades,
Boston College will sponsor an outdoors
club. The club, which will facilitate nature
excursions all over New England, will collaborate with other campus groups, and
serve as a

Committee formed to evaluate
BC?s compliance with Title IX law
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. NewsEditor
Tuesday, Sept. 13 marked the 17thanniversary of the
Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) signed into law
3, 1994.
While VAWA, authored by then-Senator and current Vice President Joe Biden, has produced significant
progress in preventing violence against women, college
and high school aged women ages 16-24 still experience
the highestrates of rape andsexual assault and, in a statement released Tuesday, the vice president announced
that ?one is too many.?
In a video message released on Twitter, Biden invited
high schooland college students to submitideason ways
to prevent sexual assaults on theircampuses and asked
what their schools havedone or could do to improve the
on Sept.l

growing problem.

?The only way we?re going to stop it is for all of us to
speak up and act and make it clear that violence against
aLex trautwig/ heights editor women will not be toleratedat your school, on your camKatie Dalton, directorof the WRC, will be part of Title IX committee. pus, at any time, for any reason, period,? said Biden in the

videomessage. ?No meansno. No meansno if she?s drunk
or you?re sober.No meansno if you?re in a dormroom or
on the street. No means no even if she said yes first and
changedher mind.No means no, no matter what.?
This initiative comes after an April letter announcing
a new interpretation of Title IX, which provided schools
with new guidelinesfor the prevention of and response
to sexual assaults and clarified their previously vague
obligationsunder thelaw.
Boston College, in response to Biden?s initiative,
formed a committee to evaluate the University?s compliance with Title IX and the obligations outlined in
theletter released by the U.S. Department of Education
Office for Civil Rights.
?I called the Committee in orderto interpret the U.S.
Department of Education Office for Civil Rights? (OCR)
Dear Colleague Letter: Sexual Violence Background,

hub for the nature enthusiasts

in the BC community to connect. It is the

product of student determinationand the

administration?s relatively-newwillingness
to finallyfill a chronic need.
Ben Key, BC ?ll and co-founder of
the group, began the process of starting
an outdoors club during his sophomore
year. ?Within the first meeting, I was told
it wasn?t going to happen,? Key said. The
Student Programs Office (SPO) told Key
thathisideadid not fit themold of a typical
club it was a generalinterest organization
and presentedliability.
When Key approached them the next
year and received the same answer, he began to act outside the system and contacted
?

Patrick Rombalski, vice president of Student
Affairs, directly. ?Rombalski was incredibly helpful,? Key said. ?In the meeting he
literallypicked up the phone, called Dean
Peterson, [director of SPO], andasked why

Summary, and Fast Facts [that was released on April 4,
2011],? said Patrick Rombalski, vice president of student
affairs. ?The objective of the committee is to identify

there wasn?t an outdoors club.?
Karl Bell, assistant directorof the SPO,
worked closely with Key and Keegan
Dougherty, theclub?s functioningpresident
and A&S ?l3, after they started the process
of making the club an official Registered
Student Organization (RSO).

See Title IX, A4

See Outdoors Club, A4

BC maintains its rank with University?s diversity efforts to face review
US News & World Report
BY MOLLY LAPOINT
Asst. News Editor

University ranked 31st among its peer
institutions for second year in a row
BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor
In the U.S. News & World Report survey
of national universities for 2012 released
Tuesday, Boston College maintained its
previous year?s ranking as 31st among its
peer institutions.
BC maintainedits ranking through an
improved showing in faculty resources,
improvements in theaveragealumni giving
rate, and a strong assessment from high
school guidance counselors, who placed
BC 26th overall in their rankings.

?The rankings reflect the benefits of
our strategic investment in teaching, research, andstudent formation, allofwhich
contribute to our students? intellectual
and personal development,? said Cutberto
Garza, provost and dean of faculties, in a
statement.

In addition, the Carroll School of
Management placed 24th in US News?
?Best Business Schools? rankings. BC also

improved its position to 39th in the survey?s
?Great Schools, Great Prices? listing, a
result attributed to the University?s needblind admissions policy and its pledge to
meet the full demonstratedneed of all of
accepted students.
This year, Harvard and Princeton tied
for the top spot in U.S. News? nationaluniversity rankings. ACC rival Duke ranked
10th, while Notre Dame and Georgetown
placed 19thand 22nd, respectively. n

U.S. News Rankings

This year, thedivisionofstudent affairs
is using an InclusiveExcellence Scorecard
to evaluatecommitment to diversityissues
within the department. This initiative is
part of a bigger plan to investigate different
areas of the student experience.
In the fall of 2009, the division of student affairs createdthe Diversity Working
Group to discuss matters of diversity. The
group, which met regularly during the
2009-2010 academic year, consisted of
faculty, administrators, and students.
?The divisionof student affairs wanted
to look veryspecificallyat different areas of
student affairs,? said Dan Ponsetto, director of the Volunteer and Service Learning

Center and co-chair of the Diversity Work-

ing Group. ?One of themwas diversity. The

goalwas to make some recommendations
to the vice president ofstudent affairs.?
At the beginning, the group faced
difficultiesbecause diversity can refer to
many different aspects of an individual?s
character and identity. ?Diversity is a really broad term,? Ponsetto said. ?We were
overwhelmed a little bit early on.?
To combat this, thecommittee decided
to focus on a specific area of

diversity.?For

moLLie

koLosky / heights editor

The Inclusive Excellence Scorecard will evaluate BC?s commitment to diversity issues.
now, and perhaps as a starting point, we
are looking at diversity from a racial and

cultural perspective,? Ponsetto said. ?We
were very aware that that was leaving a
lot out.?
The committee looked for away to
focus theirdiscussion. ?Our conversations
were really wide-ranging,? Ponsetto said.
?There were so many things to talk about
and address.?
The group discovered the Inclusive
Excellence Model, developed by the Association of American Colleges and Uni-

versities, and was particularly drawn to the
Inclusive Excellence Scorecard included
in the model.The committee adapted the
scorecard to fit the University more spe-

cifically. The scorecard defines different
areas of diversity, and includes indicators
that would show that the University is on
track.
?[The Scorecard] is a tool to assess
where we are in regards to diversity,?
said Ines Maturana Sendoya, director of

See Scorecard, A4
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THREE

things

to do on campus thisweek

Mass of the holy Spirit

1

Today
Time: 12 p.m.
Location: O?Neill
Plaza

All 12 p.m. classes will be
canceled to allow students
to attend the Mass of the
Holy Spirit at O?Neill Plaza.
University PresidentRev. William P. Leahy, S.J. will
be the maincelebrantandRev. GregoryKalscheur,
S.J. will give the homily. The rain site for the mass
is Conte Forum.

Last weekend, researchers met at Boston College with high school students to discuss what
attracts them to the high-demand fields of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)
in a conference called Advancing Research on
Youth Motivation in STEM. It was focused on
the findings of researchers in the National Science Foundationprogram, Innovative Technology
Experiences for Students and Teachers (ITEST),
and a STEM education study conducted by Microsoft that asserted that only one in 10 college
STEM students felt that they were well prepared
by their high schools for careers in STEM areas.
ITEST was originallyfounded after fears that the
United States was not producing enough STEM
professionals. Michael Barnett, a professor of
education at BC, has received ITEST grants to
test differentmethods of engaging instruction in
STEM areas, a feature of high school education

Today

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum
A mandatory event for freshmen, the
barbeque and following Convocation
will feature Colum McCann, author of
Let the Great World Spin.

Saturday
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Location: Alumni Stadium
Bring your friends and cheer on the
Boston College Eagles as they take on

that the Microsoft study found to be imperative
to stimulating interest those areas.

After a review by the Division I Committee on Infractions, Boise State University hasbeen placed on
a three-yearprobation in addition to several other
sanctions. The NCAA violations, which span five
programs, which includefootball, men?s and women?s cross-country and track-and-field, and men?s
and women?s tennis programs,occurred over a fiveyear periodand involvedan estimated75 students.

The infractions included cash payments and
transportation benefits given to athletes and international athlete enrollment before they were
academicallyeligible to do so, all in violation of
NCAA rules.

LOCAL NEWS
Allston man arraigned after
urinating from window of bus
Elan Alexenberg, an Allston man, was arraigned on
Sept. 6 after officers observed the 31-year-old urinating out of the window in front of pedestrians of
a party bus. The bus, which was traveling on Newbury Street, was noticed by the officers who were
patrolling the area at about 9:05 a.m. Alexenberg
was charged with indecent exposure and disorderly
conduct and was released without monetary bail.
He was represented by Brian Lenfest, and will return to court on Nov. 15.

the DukeBlue Devils this Saturday at
Alumni Stadium.

FEATURED STORY

GSSW Celebrates 75th Anniversary
BY MOLLYLAPOINT
Asst. News Editor
The Graduate School of Social Work (GSSW) celebratedits
75th anniversary yesterday with
a day-long series of events. The
event was highlightedbykeynote
speaker VictoriaReggieKennedy,
widowof thelateSenatorEdward
M. Kennedy.
Kennedy hasbeen an advocate
for national health care reform,
andhas been working to promote
the Kennedy Institute, which
seeks to inspire the next generation of leadersin public service.
?We are particularlydelighted
to have Victoria Kennedy as our
keynoter, given her role as an attorney and advocate for women,
children, and families, as well as
her present work as co-founder
and trustee of theEdwardM.KennedyInstitute for theU.S. Senate,?
said Alberto Godenzi, GSSW
dean, in a recent statement.
The celebration also included
a presentation on the ?Power of
Social Innovation,? an alumni
reunion and luncheon, a liturgy
with University President Rev.
William P. Leahy, S.J., and an
eveningreception.
BostonCollege has thefourtholdestand highest-ranked Catholic school of social work in the
country, and is the University?s

SaNg lee

?The GraduateSchoolof Social
Work has been a national leader
in the field through its commitment to helping to improve the
lives of those in need through a
variety of programs that reflect
the University?s Jesuit, Catholic
mission of service,? said Leahy in a
statement. ?We congratulatethem
on their75th anniversaryandlook
forward to many more productive
years to come.?

According to a recent release
by the Office of News and Public
Affairs, the GSSW has enhanced
its international focus in recent
years, working with international
research and service organizations, and establishing a global
practices concentration, which
infuses a global perspective into
thecurriculum.
?We are proud of what we have
accomplished as an international

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

9/09/11-9/10/11

?What is your favorite thing
about fall??

A report was filed regarding
letter received by a professor in Merkert Hall. Detectives are
investigating.
-

a suspicious

have been shoplifting items the weekend before as well. A report was sent to
oDSD for internal disciplinary action.
-

an officer assigned to the late night de-

tailin the lower dining hall who stopped
Bc student from shoplifting $10.25
worth offood items. When confrontedhe
attempted to pay for the items with a Bc
iD belonging to another student. the iD
was confiscated and areport was sent to
a

12:53a.m. A report was filed regarding
a community patrol detailthat responded to lake Street on a noise complaint.
Approximately 40 people were cleared
from the area. A keg and several other
signs of alcohol were present. there

oDSD for internal disciplinary action.

-

was only one resident present at the

time, and he tried to elude officers. the
resident, along with his roommates, were
identified. A report was sent to oDSD
for internal disciplinary action.

12:56 a.m. Areport was filed regarding
areport of a loud party in the2000 commonwealthAvenue apartments. contact
was made with the residents who were
both underthe age of 21 and over the age
-

of 21. there was alcohol on scene and a
mixture of attendeeswho were both over

and underage. the alcoholwas destroyed
on scene due to nobody claiming ownership. A report was sent to oDSD for
internal disciplinary action.
1:05 a.m. A report was filed regarding an officer assigned to the late night
detail in the corcoran commons who
stopped a Bc student from shoplifting
food items with a value of $41.99. the
cashier reported that the student may

?The leaves.?
?Dave Regan,
cSoM ?l5

1:43 a.m. A report was filed regarding

Saturday, September 10

-

heightS Staff

leader in social work,? Godenzi
said. ?We lookforwardto thechallengesof the next 7 5 years in fulfillment of our missiontoinitiateand
sustain change and to foster the
attainment of social justice.?
?The GSSW has had a profound effect in helping those in
need by providing social workers
and policy makers with the skills
necessary to make a difference
in the world,? said Eileen Connors, MSW ?95, in a statement.
?As an alumna, I am proud of the
school and wish it the best as it
celebrates its 75th yearof service
to theworld.?
This anniversary is an important one because itrepresents the
work the GSSW has done, and
will continue to do, said Katie
Mclnnis-Dittrich, a professor in
the GSSW, in a statement. ?Our
trajectory toward excellence has
been unwavering for 75 years,
even as support for the poor
and marginalized has fluctuated
depending upon the political climate. The GSSW is well tooledto
train social workers for the 21st
century thanks to an outstanding faculty and the quality of our
students. We proudly carry on
a tradition that is rooted in our
pursuit of social justice and our
commitmentto our Jesuitmission
and to being men and women for
others.? n

POLICE BLOTTER
Friday, September 9
2:16 p.m.

/

Victoria Kennedy (above) was the keynote speakeryesterday at the 75th anniversarycelebration for the GSSW.
highest-rankedprofessionalschool.
It began in 1936, to help train
social workers during the Great
Depression. It offers both masters
degrees and PhDs, and has over
500 students. It also plays host to
two research centers, the National
Resource Center for ParticipantDirected Services, and the Sloan
Center of Aging and Work, both
included in the Boston College
Instituteon Aging.

2:01

A report was filed regarding
a large group of people behind Keyes
North who were possibly smoking
a.m.

FOUR DAY
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NCAA puts Boise State University
on a three-year probation

Conference attracts more students
to math and science careers

Boston College Football vs. duke
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bcheights.com. for future events,
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-

marijuana. Upon arrival the group fled
with the exception of one male who was
identified as a Bc student. A small quantity of marijuana was confiscated and a
report was sent to
disciplinary action.

?Apple picking.?
?Ben Couch,
cSoM ?l5

The Heights is produced by Bc
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and thursdays during
the academic year by
the Heights, inc.
(c) 2011. All rights reserved.

oDSD for internal

2:33 a.m. A report was filed regarding
a call from an rA regarding two males
who had stolen a water cooler and fled
whenhe attempted to stop them.officers
located and identified two Bc students
as suspects. they admitted to stealing
-

?Football, excitement
aboutschool, and the nice
weather.?
?Annelise Corveau,
A&S ?l5

the cooler from the area of the o?Neill
library. the item was returned and a
report was sent to oDSD for internal
disciplinary action.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

CORRECTIONS

?The newness of it, because we
don?t really have seasons where
I?m from.?
?Johnny Steichen,
A&S ?l5

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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BC to be available in coming weeks

One year after inception, website overhaul improves interface for users
Oneearafterincetionwebsiteoverhaulimrovesinterfaceforusers
BY DAN TONKOVICH
Heights Editor

student

general student population when

organizations. While program

it was unveiled campus wide in

officers used the Collegient
Link-based portal for admin-

the new myBC platform will
February.
The new portalwas developed not result in any loss since Colusing Orgsync software. Institulegient Link is a subscription
tions like Georgetown, Wake based program for which BC
Forest, and John Carroll Univeronly had a one-year subscription
sity use the Orgsync platform that has expired. Orgsync is also
to promote and manage student
a subscription based program

to promote and manage

Boston College?s myBC student programming portal is being
overhauled one year after its
?

?With the new system
we have taken a
more extensive look
under the hood and
are so far pleased.
We are excited for its

initial debut.
Launched last year, the portal
was intended to serve as a central
location for information about
student organizations and events
on campus, as well as to provide
program officers internal organization management features
such as streamlining the process
for purchase and payment orders,
promotional activities, and book-

Boston University, Duke, University of Virginia, and Villanova

allows exporting to RSS, iCal,
and Google Calendar and will
prevent double data entry. It has
a more intuitive interface, better Facebook integration, public
website features, and more robust budgeting features. It also

-Mark Miceli
Associate Director of
Student Programs
istrative tasks throughout the
past academic year, the portal
gained little traction with the

has superior backend tools for
advisers.?
With the exception of staff

?With the old myBC we had
chance to kick the tires and
look under the hood of program
management systems,? Miceli
said. ?With the new system we
a

have taken a more extensive
look under the hood and are so
far pleased. We are excited for
its launch.?
Under the new operating system, myBC will go live to club

officers today and will become
available to the general student population in the coming
weeks. n

Career Center is hopeful for Class of
BY EI.ISF. TAYLOR
Heights Editor

strength in student recruiting across
the board,? hesaid. ?I?m not sure ifany

of work.
?What happens with thesefirms is
they focus on their interns in conver-

sector is as strong as it was in 2006 or

Ironically, senior year at Boston
Collegeis truly one of firsts; first time
tailgating in the Modsbefore a football game, and first time being the
oldestundergraduate students at BC.
Itis also the first time students have
to undertake the stressful process of

post-graduate jobsearching.
With the financial collapse in
2008, it is no secret that the latter
has become increasingly difficult.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
has reported that the unemployment rate is hovering around 9.1
percent, The New York Times reported in an Aug. 2 article that the
layoffrate is around 8.7 percent, and
the stocks rise and fall more often
than a rollercoaster. With these grim
statistics, one can only wonder how
BC students are faring in an adverse

job market.
Louis Gaglini, associate director
of career relations, paints a positive picture for the Class of 2011 as
they embark on their job search,
despite the gloomy numbers thrown
their way. ?We are still seeing some

2000,but we are continuing to beon a
comeback, on a resurgence. Overall,
it is a positive trend.? Compared to
last year, I definitely see a stronger

sion to their full time hires,? he said.
?You may read in The Wall Street
Journal that a firm is struggling and
laying peopleoff, but thosesame firms
come to us and say we had a great
intern year and are converting those
people to full time hires.?
The key to finding success in any
volatile j ob marketin anyfield is what
Gaglinicalls ?early identification.? For
companies, that means finding workers in earlystages who willbe a poten-

markerfor college students and recent graduates.?
Gaglini said that most of BC?s
recruiters come from the financial
sectors, which include such fields as
investment banking, wealth management, accounting, and insurance. To

those who follow finance, many of
these fields are departments in major financial corporations who have
been faced with highly publicized
layoffs Bank HSBC is premised to
lay off 3,000 workers, Credit Suisse is
estimatedaround 2,000, andfinancial
giants like Morgan Stanleyand Goldman Sachs will likely follow suit due
to disappointingearnings.
However, Gaglinisaidthat despite
these reports, the financial sector
is still a successful choice for many
BC students. The key, he said, is to
look at these and other companies
with strong internship programs that
often hire students after a summer

tial goodfit for theirfuture goals.
?If employers are thinking early
identification, students need to be
thinking the same thing,? he said.
?This can be coming in through
different forms. Internships is the
most obvious one, but there are

?

BOSTON

SPEAKERS SERIES

other opportunities in the form of
volunteering,fellowships, job shadowing early identification on both
parties. Thatbuilds your transferable
skills. This is why we say if you?re a
sophomore, a freshman, come by
-

the career fair and get a sense of
what?s happening. Companies will
not be turning you away because

2011-2012 season
AT BOSTON SYMPHONY HALL

This...

time for which figures were
the transition to

not available,

management platform.

?Orgsync has improved tools
that will assist both participants
and officers,? said Mark Miceli,
associate directorof student programs. ?Its calendaring function

launch.?

ing rooms.
The myBC of yesteryear was
developedusing Collegient Link

software and branded specifically for BC. The platform is
used by universities such as

organizations.

Consider

they are not thinking that way. They
know they are organizations that are
positioned for growth, that they are
thinkingof building their talent pool.
What betterplace to do that than in
Boston College??
It seems that Gaglini is certainly
right on that fact that recruiters like
BC. According to a voluntarysurvey
from the Class of 2010, 72 percent
of seniors who were engaged in a
job search received job offers. This
does not include thosestudents who
were primarily engaged in applying
to law, medical, or any kind of gradu-

school.
When asked if he had any final
advice to give the students, Gaglini
said to begin to start, focus, and
explore different career paths. ?I
think my advice is obvious?launch
ate

an aggressive campaign, continue to
explore, begin to start and focus on
what they begin to do. As you get
closer to graduation,employers are
lookingfor students who are starting
to gain focus on what they want to do

after graduation.They go hand and
hand, the more activity you have in
job search the greater your chances

are.? n

TITLE IX SANCTIONS:

THE JOB MARKET:

The Department of
Education Office of Civil
Rights released a letter on

With the unemployment
rate at 8.5 percent, college

April 14, outlining colleges?
responsibilities regarding the
way they handle sexual assaults

daunting task of finding a job
post graduation.

underTitle IX.

This initiative comes
in response to the sometimes
unclear guidelines currently in
place that outline the obligations
of colleges. As a result, certain
universities have been found to be
not compliant with Title IX.
As reported by the

AmericanCivil Liberties
Union (ACLU), the following
universities were called into
question for violating TitleIX:
-University of Georgia: For
allowing a student athlete, whom
the University knew was removed
from otherschools for harassing
women, to beadmittedand

students are faced with the
While something like

a business degree could
previously jet set a student
into success, science-based
careers currently dominate
the career market in hiring

potential. According to CBS
Money Watch, certain jobs are
consistently growing, despite a
climbing unemployment rate.
According to their April 13
report, the hottest jobs in the
economy are:

-Nurse Practitioner: Requires
a masters or doctorate degree

from a nursing

college, but

can expect an annual salary

of between $77,000

and

$94,000.

remain unsupervised. He later

raped afellow student.
- University of Colorado at
Boulder (CU): For rapes that

occurred du ring football
recruiting visits, the evidence
for which was so obvious that a
court ruled the university must
have known of therisk of rapes
but chose to ignore them. CU
settled the case for $2.58 million
in damagesto the victims.

-Science Teacher: At public
schools nationwide, requires a
BS and a teaching certificate,
yielding a median salary
of between $50,000 and
$90,000.

-Search Engine Optimization
Specialist: An obscure one, but
with a BS in IT or marketing
it can produce a mean
annual salary of $75,000 to
$lOO,OOO.

- University of North Carolinaat
Chapel Hill (UNC): For a coach?s

alleged harassment offemale
athletes.UNC paid $455,000 in
damages to two students after
afederal appeals court reviewed

the case.

-University of Washington:
For a single sexual assault on
afellow student by a member
of the football team. A state
appealscourt ruled that the

sch 00l could be liablefor the

-Commissioning Agent:
Requiring a BS in mechanical
or electrical engineering, the
mean la ry of these agents
can be between $65,000 and
$130,000.

sa

-Financial Reconstructing
Specialist: Requires a BA in

fields like economics or math,
and can yield a whopping
medianannual salary of
$lOO,OOO to $300,000, plus

potential bonuses.

assault under TitleIX.

-Adriana Mariella

-Adriana Mariella n
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Medical transport process examined following moratorium
Transport Policy, from A1
against concerts, said EagleEMS president

Chris Faherty, A&S ?l3.
?We cover all events with the same
approach to make sure that everyone is
safe and that we can address their needs.
The only difference is the scale of the
events.?
Eagle EMS, a student-run emergency
medical service, alongwith the BCPD and
Team Ops, an outside grouphired to help
with security for large-scale events, work
behindthe scenes to assure studentsafety
and provide medical assistance at concerts
and other on-campus events.
?

Faherty said that the three groups helps with problem solving.
?Our other intention is to build better
work closely together both before and
relationshipsbetween the peopleworking
during events.
?We have some form of operational the event andthe event organizers. This all
meeting beforehand, where we discuss starts with a team approach at the beginhow BCPD is lookingto handle the event ning of an event.?
and how many peopleare expected to at?Our services are directly related to
tend,? he said. ?We also look at the history student behavior,? Faherty added. ?The
of the event.?
only way to reduce transports is to get
King said this collaborative process people to reduce their drinking. Our
began last year. ?We instituted a new proguidelinesaren?t the problem, we?re there
cedure at the beginning of events, where to make sure everyone is safe and to prorepresentatives from BCPD, Team Ops, vide help to students who need it.
?We don?t pick people out of the
Eagle EMS, and the event organizers meet
crowd,? he said. ?We don?t say, ?Oh, that
to see who will be working the event and
who to get in touch with,? he said. ?This person look like they?re going to fall over.?
We?re there to provide medical assistance
to those that need it.?
?At any kind of large-scaleevent where
students have been drinking prior to the
event, more often than not, their conduct

is brought to our attention and an assessment is made as to the condition of the
patient ?if they need medicalaid or not,?
King said. ?Often, students? friends bring
their condition to our attention.
?In addition, certain behavior is
brought to the attention of the police or
the Team Ops staff, that someone is either
ill, has fallen down, or looks like they?re
going to hurt themselves,? King said. ?Then
we need to provide assistance. More often
than not, it?s in the way people present
themselves they fall, or are seen vomit?

PhoTo courTeSy of chriS fAherTy / eAgle emS

Eagle EMS membersprepare for last year?s Spring Concert at their operations meetings.

ing.? Historically, concerts and football
games need more medicalpersonnel than
most other events, Faherty said.
But from an operationsstandpoint, all

PhoTo courTeSy of chriS fAherTy / eAgle emS

During an evacuation drill, a mock patient collapses and goes into cardiac arrest.
events are largely the same.

?Our approach isn?t any different for
athleticevents,? King said. ?Our goalis always to help peoplein need. If individuals
at a game appear to be intoxicated, we?ll
respond, and getresources to the scene of
someone in need of help.

?It?s no different than concerts or other
events elsewhereon campus,? hesaid. ?We
provide medical help for people who drink
to excess.?

However, King said he doesn?t recall
alcohol transports from football

as many

games.

After 20 years of trying, Outdoors Club becomes an official RSO
Outdoors Club, from A1

Key and Dougherty acted outside of the typical

but Bell said that when
presented with an organizedproposal, they are willing to review unconventional requests. ?We don?t
want to take ourselves too seriously,? he said. ?We?re
committed toward working with students and promoting growth.?
Now, after the passage of two decades, BC will
now have an outdoors club, and all that stands between the group and official RSO status is the executive board?s submissionof the club?s constitution and
budget proposal. ?It?s whenever Keegan decides to
press ?send,?? Bell said.
Dougherty?s plans for the club?s inaugural seRSO registration process,

Bell said that the attention paid by Peterson and
Rombalski to the outdoors club was a critical part of
what brought its current state. ?With Peterson and
Rombalski working together, there was significant
enough effort to get it done. Given the nature of the
outdoors club, I don?t think it wouldhave happened,?
Bell said. ?But Rombalski has a strong open door
policy; when he sees a need, he addresses it.?
Bell said that having leaders like Peterson and
Rombalski in the administration allows increased
flexibility in student requests. ?You?d be surprised that
what was ?no? threeyears ago is ?yes? now.?

include planning at least one trip, starting
guerilla marketing campaign to spread awareness
of the club, and hosting an orientation for students
who wish to be heavily involved. On their last count,
over 800 students had already expressed interest in
mester

a

the club.

Dougherty has already reached out to several
other RSOs who have expressed interest in collaboration, including the Geology Club, EagleEMS, and the
Plex. He sees the potential for other partnerships,as
well, should a club wish to host an outdoor retreat.
?It?s an opportunity to break academic boundaries
you can attract students from all academic backgrounds that will each bring something new to the
?

table,? he said.
For Dougherty and his friends, having an official
outdoors club at BC means being able to enjoy activities that have become more than hobbies. They
previouslytraveled for hours on the T to get to destinations near BC where they could explore nature.
?In the Northeast it?s just not possible to get to these
place unless you have a car.?

Through collaborationsand trips and building the
online forum, Dougherty hopes the club might turn
students on to the personalbenefitsof getting outside
ofChestnut Hill. ?Some of my best thinking has been
a part of some outdoors experience,? he said. ?You
can?t party every weekend and expect to grow.? n

Title IX committee focuses Scorecard to help assess diversity efforts
on reporting requirements
Title IX, from A1
areas needed for policy or practice change
as a result of the OCR?s interpretation of
Title IX, which are detailed in the Dear

ColleagueLetter.?
Thus far, the committee, comprised of
the likes of Paul Chebator, interim dean
of students; Katie Dalton, director of the
Women?s Resource Center (WRC); Jack
Dunn, director of News and Public Affairs;
Nora Field, associate counsel; Richard Jefferson, executive director for Institutional
Diversity; John King, director of BCPD;

of all BC identification cards,
and BCPD, which are groups equipped to
respond immediately to reports of sexual
on the back

assaults. However, should a student report it to a faculty member or confide in a
friend, Rhodes said, there is no protocol for
reporting it.

Daltonsaid that sexual assaults generally
go underreported.

?We know sexual assaults are under
reported for a variety of reasons,? Dalton
said. ?These include survivors feeling unwarranted shame, or blame themselves for
the assault, survivors being traumatized

Elise Tofias Phillips, director of Health
Promotion; and Kevin Shea, executive assistant to thepresident, is working to finish
proceedings as soon as possible. ?We are
immediatelyaddressingareas of mandatory
compliance and will continue to work to
address other?recommendations? on a more
long term basis,? Rombalskisaid.
?The main focus thus far has been meticulouslyreviewing the 21-page Dear ColleagueLetter: SexualViolenceBackground,
Summary, and Fast Facts to identify requirements, researching how Boston College
currently addresses those requirements,
and making recommendationsfor changes
in policy and protocol to ensure not only
compliance, but the highest level of safety
for the well-being of the Boston College
community,? Rombalski said.

and having difficulty understanding what
happened to them, or recognizing that
they experienceda sexual assault. For acquaintance assaults, survivors worry that
reporting will divide theirfriend group or
that they will experience retaliation from
the allegedperpetrator.
?We encourage students not only to

The committee divided the letter?s
outlined expectations into categories, to

preventing relationship violence.?
The current reporting process, as outlined by Dalton, includes a variety of steps,

be worked on separately. ?We broke the
workdown into these categories since they
seemed to summarize the overallexpectations of the Dear Colleague Letter: student
conduct system, employee education,
student education, definition and clarity
of policy, and Title IX coordinators,? Rom-

report, but to come forward to get the help
that they need. The WRC works tirelessly
on both prevention and response to sexual
assault,? shesaid. ?We are continuing to take
an active role in expanding the Bystander
InterventionEducation program, which is a
sexualassault preventionprogram that empowers students to engagein pro-socialbe-

havior to create a community free of sexual
violence.The Office of Health Promotion is
also buildingan educational programabout

language department and faculty
moderator of the rape and sexual assault
support group Heal, Empowerment, Acceptance, Listening (HEAL), is a member
of the committee whosaid that BC already
took sexual assaults seriously, even before
the evaluation committee was formed.
?Whether justice happens or not is a
completely different question,? Rhodes

all of which are designed to protect the
victims of sexual assaults.
?Our SANet advocates are trained to
provide allresources andexplainallpossible
next steps to survivors of sexual assault,?
Dalton said. Advocates are intentional
about letting the survivor determine which,
if any, avenue he/she would like to pursue.
It is important to understand that when an
individual experiencesa sexualassault, allof
their power andcontrol is takenfrom them.
Allowing them to decide how they would
like to proceed in terms of which resources
or disciplinary process they would like to
embark on is the first step to restoring that
power and control.
?Advocates write a report to document

said of BC?s current sexual assaultresponse

each call but the caller can decide if he or

protocol, ?but BC does not brush [sexual
assaults] off.?
However, she said, a major issue at BC

she would like to attach his or her name to
thereport and if he/she wouldlike to name
the allegedperpetrator,? she said.
In order to comply with the 1990 Jeanne
CleryDisclosure of Campus Security Policy
and Campus Crime Statistics Act, better
known as simply the Clery Act, all reports
of crimes on campus must be published annually.After a report is made to SANet, they

balski said.
Elizabeth Rhodes, a professor in the
romance

is the limited knowledge of both students
and faculty of the proper response should
someone confide in themthathe or she has

been raped or sexually assaulted, as well as
a limitedknowledge of the many resources
alreadyreadily available to victims at BC.
Currently, a student can report a sexual
assault to Office of the Dean for Student
Development (ODSD), the Sexual Assault
Network (SANet) whose phone number is

are sent to Dalton, who in turn sends the
reports, sans names, to the deanof Student
Development,Paul Chebator. He then sends
those reports to the BCPD. n

Scorecard, from A1
AHANA student programs and co-chair
of the Diversity Working Group.

The

name

of the scorecard indicates

the importance of diversity. ?The insinuation is that inclusion makes us a better
university,? Ponsetto said.
The Scorecard includes three specific
areas: access and equity, campus climate,
and student learning and formation. Access and equity looks at how engaged
students are in the office of student affairs, and if the number of employees is
proportionateto the number of AHANA
students. Campus climate addresses the
?psychological and behavioral environ-

did a Diversity Division Inventoryfor each
of the departments to collect statistics
about their programsand planning, Ponsetto said. In addition,the Office for Institutional Diversity can provide information
about the composition of the staff.
Third, the division plans to survey stu-

dents to find out their perspective.
?We?re hoping to have a pretty robust
student survey sent out in the next year,?
Ponsetto said. ?In order to get at the
student experience, we have to ask the
students themselves.?
The committee has already made
preliminary recommendations based on
the information gathered through the
department survey and the Office for In-

ment on campus,? according to the score-

stitutional Diversity, and they hope to have
card, and student learning and formation better ones after gathering information
looks into the diversitycontent in student this year. Overarching recommendations
affairs? programs and theefforts to engage include ensuring diversity is considered
all students in learning about diversity when hiring and recruiting for new staff
issues.
positions, making sure each department
There are three main sources through has a goalrelated to that year?s diversity
which informationabout these issues are focus, and developing an approach to
gathered. The division of student affairs engage the student body in issues of

diversity.
?We anticipate this year that if we can
get more information, we can make stronger recommendations,? Ponsetto said.
So far, evaluationhas produced some
findings. For example, the number of staff
in student affairs is proportional to the
AHANA student population, Ponsetto

said. ?There wasn?t anything that really
smacked us in a big way.?
Some information may not be completely accurate, he said.
?Some of the information gathering is
less than perfect,? Ponsetto said. ?Some
of it is self-reported. We worked with the
data we were given.?
This initiative will benefit the entire

student population, Ponsetto said. ?The
degree to which white students can get
more plugged into cultural experiences,
the more enhanced their experience at
BC will be.?
?The bottom line is that we?re trying
to take it seriously, and we?re trying to assess where we are in matters of diversity,?
Ponsetto said. n

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports
9/8/11 9/10/11
?

Officers break up underage party
At about 1:30 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 10, officers responded to an incident occurring on 48 Ashford Street involving
minors consuming alcohol. Upon arrival, officers observed several people exiting the apartment as well as several
individuals outside on the porch. The officers locatedthree of the lessees after gaining entry into the house where
they observed multiple cans and bottles of beers. The lessees, who were all underage, informedthe officers that the
alcohol was purchased for them by an unknown person who had left the scene. The lessees were verbally warned
that Keeper of Disorderly House citations would be issued if parties continue.

Boston University student cited for drinking in public
On Saturday, Sept. 10, at about 1:30 a.m., officers assigned

to the Boston University Gang Car observed an individual drinking beer from a red plastic cup at the intersection of Pratt Street and Wadsworth Street. The officers
issued a city ordinance for drinking an alcoholic beverage in public, which yields a $2OO fine. The suspect, who was
very cooperative, produced his Boston University student ID, whichrevealed that he was underage. The incident
will be further investigated.

Boston College students caught distilling beer in an alley
At approximately 9:21 p.m. on Sept. 10, officers responded to a call regarding a gang of kids in the alley between 21
Sutherlandand 41 Orkney Road who were making their own beer. Upon arrival, officers observedwhat appearedto
be a home beer-making distillery, and the process of beer-making had already begun. One of the suspects, a Boston
College student , informed officers that they had purchased a distillery kit that produces five gallons of beer in one
batch. The suspects appearedto have the distillery in an orderly manner and had a fire extinguisher nearby. The
suspects were instructed to break down the apparatus and bring the contents inside, save the propane tank.

Victim reports stolen bike on Gardner Street
On Sept. 8, officersresponded to a report regarding a larceny in Allston. Upon arrival, the victim told officers that
he had locked his bike in front of his residence at 80 Gardner Street with a U lock at approximately 11 p.m. and
returned two and a half hours later to find it replaced with a different bike, not locked. The victim described his
Black Mercier Kilo TT bike and provided the serial number of his bike to officers.
-

Courtesy of the Boston Police Department, District 14

Gathered by Adriana Mariella, AssociateNews Editor
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EDITORIALS

Great expectations for
the great outdoors
Twenty years of effort resulted in the formation of an outdoors
club. It is a model for effective activism and collaboration.
The introduction of the Outdoors
Club at Boston College (OCBC) this fall
should not go unnoticed as just another
Registered Student Organization(RSO)
to set up shop at the Involvement Fair.
OCBC is an organizationfounded on
20 years of ceaseless student determination and the willingness of a student
needs-orientedadministration to validate the passions and dedication of a
large facet of the BC population.
Since the time of the early childhoods of most current students, BC

OBDC is an

organization founded
on 20 years of

ceaseless student
determination and the
willingness of a student
needs-orientated
administration.
undergraduates have tried, in vain, to
establish an outdoors club on campus.
For years, their plans were blocked by
administrators who felt that the club
either did not fit the modelof the type
of RSO that the Student Programs Office was willing to support or due to the
liability it presented.
However, in the middle of the last
decade, a student took ?no? not as a
closed door, but as an invitation to
explore differentmethodsof obtaining
RSO status, and began a mission that
would define his collegeexperienceand

ultimatelyproduce tangible results. In
pursuit of his dream to give outdoorsmindedstudents at BC the opportunity
to communeand explore their passions
in an inclusive forum, Ben Key, BC ?ll,
not only thought outsideof thebox, but
was willing to follow through and act
outside of the system.
The Heights has shied away from
commenting on the lack of activism
on this campus as we don?t feel it is
indicative of an activity, just a lack of
revolutionary spirit, which is a spirit
that should be used sparingly if it is
to be most effective. The case of the
founding of the outdoorsclub is a perfect example of when students stood
solidly behind a goal, were willing to
educate themselves to the level where
they could effectively articulate their
case, and followed a project through
to the end.
Though Key and his colleagues are
responsible for consistently applying
pressure on the administrationand not
allowing their plans to fall to the wayside once more, that the club has made
it this far in the RSO registration process is due to a collaborativeeffort and
reveals a refreshing perspective on our
current administration. As Karl Bell,
dean of the Student Programs Office,
told The Heights, ?You?d be surprised
that what was ?no? three years ago is

?yes? now.?
This attitude, that students can
expect the amount of effort they put
into their undergraduate endeavors to
be matched in willingness to work togetherby the administration,is perhaps
the greatest motivator for those yet
undecided as to the contribution they
wish to make to this community.

Understanding diversity
on our own terms
To best understand internal race relations at Boston
College, an internal effort is a logical solution
The Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs has announced that it will
shortly be releasing an ?Inclusive Excellence? scorecard that will highlight the
University?s triumphs and shortcomings
in the area of campus diversity.
Thescorecard influenced by the idea
that ?excellence? should be ?inclusive?
seems to us to be a step in the right direc?

?

ation of a popular racism class in the fall
of 2008 and the backlash from a several of
racially touchy campus newspaperpieces
the following year highlighted the fact
that, for some, there is a ?white BC,? a
?black BC,? etc.
Enter Patrick Rombalski. Since assuming the position of vice president
for student affairs in 2008, Rombalski
has positioned himself as a beacon for
student feedback a noble idea.After all,
how wouldanyone be able to capture the
experienceof the black male or, say, the
Hispanic female at this Universitywithout
proper dataand testimony?
For the past two years, administrators
at the University(andThe Heights as well)
have dismissedThe PrincetonReview as illinformedsensationalists.This maybe true.
But now is the time when the University
lays itscardson the table.By accumulating
honest, significant data, Boston College
administratorscan better understand the
experienceof the ever-increasingAHANA
population on campus. And, in the end,
any universitywill be judgedon how it is
able to make sense of its diverse student
body and adjust itself accordingly.
We are eagerly awaiting the fullresults
of the InclusiveExcellence scorecardand
hope, even more, that the data can beused
to build an ever betterBC.
?

Since assuming

the position of
vice president for
student affairs in
2008, Rombalski has
positioned himself as
a beacon for student
feedback a noble idea.
-

tionfor addressing race issues on campus.
While recent reports by The Princeton
Review wereknown to haveoverstatedthe
problem of low race interaction on campus, interculturalrelations have provedto
be, at the very least,uncertain in the past.
Theuproarfollowing the brief discontinu-

o
SuzzAne SeverAnce / HeigHTS illuSTrATion

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Remembering Welles
On Sept. 11, I finally watched (and admittedly sobbed
through)ESPN?s short film about Welles Crowther, ?99.
I recalled afterward a letter a student wrote to the editor
of The Heights during my senior year at Boston College.
He wondered why, after all the courage and selflessness
Crowther displayedon Sept. 11, there wasn?t a building
namedafter him on BC?s campus.
About threeyears after that letter, I am still wondering
the same thing. Unless Crowther?s family has privately
declined,I can?t see why thereshouldn?t be a ?Welles
Crowther Hall.? Yes, he is honored in the labyrinth outside Burns Library and at the annual Red Bandanna Run,
but he gave his life being a man for others, exemplifying
the BC ethos in an unimaginable way.
As I hear construction updates of new buildings on
campus, paid for through gifts such as University Trustee
Pat Stokes? $l3-plus million that allowsfor ?Stokes Hall,?
I can?t help but feel uncomfortablethat space on campus is essentiallyfor sale to the highest bidder(anyone
interested can look up naming opportunities on BC?s
website). I want every student who passes through BC to
know Welles Crowther?s name, to have it escape their lips
at some point during their college career, even if it is just
to say they stopped in CrowtherHall.
The phrase ?never forget? quickly became associated
with tributes to Sept. 11. BC should never forget what
Crowther did, what he stood for, and that it?s possible to
leave a legacywith something other than your wallet.
Sonya Bhaßhalia
BC ?O9

A call to action
Less than a weekfrom today, the state of Georgia may
execute an innocent man. Troy Davis was convictedin
1991 of the 1989 shooting deathof Savanna police officer,
Mark Allen MacPhail. Since his trial, seven of the nine
eyewitnesses have recanted or otherwise contradicted
theirtestimony. No physical evidence has ever been linked
to the crime.
One eyewitnesspublicly stated in 2002 that ?after a

couple of hours of the detectives yelling at me and threatening me, I finally broke down and told them what they
wanted to hear.? Another eyewitness disclosed, ?After the
officers talked to me, they gave me a statement and told
me to sign it. I signed it. I did not read it because I cannot
read.?
Of course, we cannot forget the tragedy of the heinous
murderofOffice MacPhail, yet it wouldbe another tragedy
for Georgia to potentially execute an innocent man. I urge
you to join Pope Benedict XVI, Sister Helen Prejean, former president Jimmy Carter, Archbishop Desmond Tutu,

Confucius, (551 BC 479 BC), The Confucian
-
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Thank you for your article on the subpoena of
Boston College archivesrecords regarding the conflict
in Ireland. There is much at stake and we hope you are
correct that the Administration will fight to protect
therecords from British exploitation. This legal battle
could be long and expensiveand if the only stakeholders in the outcome are seen as the two project staff,
the College might see an accommodation as best. Let
me explain why that should not happen.
First, this will be the first test of the Mutual Legal
Assistance Treaty (MLAT) in this arena and the British are not concerned about a crime that they never
investigated in the first instance 40 years ago. Their
concern is with the present and future of their enclave
in Ireland, the last remnant of a colonial empire. The
tapes of those involved in the conflict have no probity
value in a court of normallaw as they cannot be crossexamined We believe that this politically motivated
fishing expedition should be dismissed because it conflicts with the terms of the 1998 Belfast peace agreement and concerns previously expressedin the Senate
by Senator John Kerry and former Senator Chris Dodd
regarding the MLAT whenit was adopted.
Second, this request has been initiated by a British
government that has spent 40 years covering up for the
carnage unleashed by their murdering thugs in the
North, thoseboth in and out of uniform. It took that
long for them to admit that their story about Bloody
Sunday was a lie and they are lying still about the
Dublin/Monaghan bombings and the murderof two
lawyers, Pat Finucane and Rosemary Nelson. If there is
to be any justice achieved in this matter, let the British
first admit the role of their Army in the largest atrocity
of the conflict and then give them access to the tapes.
The British view of this matter is all about the end
game; making sure history books will focus on the
conflict in Northern Ireland as a fight against terror
and defense of democracy and not focus on what it
really was: a fight against a lawless regime trampling
over the rights of the Catholic minority in corruption
of democracy. If a pursuit of a higher education is to
mean anything it is our hope that the largest stakeholderof all in this dispute aside from the the Ancient
Order of Hibernians, the Brehon Law Society and ourselves, will be a student body searching for truth.
.

Michael J. cuMMingS
Member, Irish American Unity Conference

and others in writing to the Georgia Board of Pardons and

Paroles calling on themto grant clemency for Troy Davis.
For more informationabout this case and to take action,
please visit www.justicefortroy.org.
As membersof the Boston College community, I hope
we can join together in not only trying to save Troy?s life,
but also calling for our country to put an end to the barbaric practice of the death penalty once and for all.
leon Ratz
BC ?ll

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
?Have no friends not equal to yourself.?

A hope that the
truth wins out
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I was once in Sweden
Thumbs
Up
Muffin Top Kudos to the
team in charge of managing
supply for BC Dining. For
those of us that plan our entire daily food intake around
BCDS?s chocolate chip
muffins, the last few weeks
have been a bit touch and go
when it came to availability
of those little balls of heaven.
The worst seems to be
behind us, though. Muffins
all day, every day.
?

?

Hush Puppies Back in
2008, the dining halls carried
?

little green cards that encouraged students to submit
what foods they?d most like
to see on campus. While
TU/TD isn?t advocating that
BCDS bring back the system
(we can imagine what a
headache it must have been
to sort out the legitimate
requests from pleas for chocolate-coveredhot dogs and
candy pizza though the
latter doessound delicious),
this is our official request to
introducehush puppies to
the BC community. Though
not the food of kings or yoga
moms, the often forgotten
favorite of the common man
deserves a revival in the BC
kitchen.
?

Thumbs
Down

WILLIAM MOONEY SLONEKER
I recently returned to campus this

fall after spending the previous semester abroad in Uppsala, Sweden, which is
a very silly name for a town.
It goeswithout saying that Sweden
is not exactly the most obvious destination for an American looking to study
in Europe. The country is populated by
the nine million most beautiful people
in the world, but nevertheless it is not
regarded as the ?sexiest? location on
the continent: It?s cold, it?s dark, and it?s
relatively unfamiliar.
Americans? familiarity with Sweden
and Swedish culture is often limited
to those most accessible, acronymic
pop culture references like ABBA,
IKEA, and ROSMT (maybe not the last
one). It is sometimes perceived as an
obscure, fish-eating, meatball-rolling,
socialist, Nordic paradise that doles out
welfarecheck-like they?re coupons in
the Sunday paper.
Oddly enough, it was my acknowl-

edgement of thisrather oversimplified,
trading card knowledge of a country
that seemed so relevant to our country at a crossroads. With Obamacare

and the stimulus bill dominating the
contemporary political discourse as I
navigatedthrough the OIP rigmarole,
many commentators questioned the
prospect (or threat) of an America
more committed to (or bogged down
by) social citizenship.
This was the impetus of my decision
to runaway to ?The Great Blonde North
?for a semester. Sweden is obscure and
less pivotal in terms of the present
globalpower structure, but I knew it
had its own wisdom to impart to the

world as well as its own host of prob-

alist party

lems left to resolve.
On paper, Sweden appears to have
a lot of things figured out. It has not
fought a war in nearly 200 years. It
enjoys an advanced degree of gender
equality,boasting a parliament comprised of 47 percent women. It regularly ranks as one of the world?s most
democratic countries according to
The Economist?s annual democracy
index.
And did I mention that everyone
there is beautiful?
Most notably, Sweden takes pride
in its sophisticated welfare system.
Unlike the United States where we
frequently exhibit a tacitly disdainful, if not occasionallyhostile, attitude
towards transfer payments of any kinds,
the Swedes more readily appreciate the
government?s collectionand distribution of the citizens? kronor.
There?s a simple explanationfor
that, too. Swedes generallypay higher
taxes than Americans, but also generally feel they get more back from their
government in return. Whereas the US
has relied upon redistributive strategies
to fund its welfare programs, Sweden

thresholdrequired for parliamentary
representation. Political coalitions of
the left and right have both denounced
the party and declared a principled refusal to work with them, which is good.
The fact that this party has done nothing but growfor the past two decades,
however, is not. Like all countries, Swe-

has constructed a universal welfare

life thus far.
And I would love to plug my program on behalf of the OIP, but even
I admit that a semester in Sweden
or any semester abroad is not for
everyone. I would, however, encourage
anyone interested in foreign cultures to

?

through which all contributors
benefit, and the benefits are pegged
against the initial contribution.
Of course in Sweden, everything?s
not rainbows and sunshine, especially
when the sun doesn?t rise. There are
some nagging problems in and drawbacks to this Scandinavian dreamland.
state

For instance, Sweden produces and
consumes filmjölk

?

a putrid, sour,

curdled dairy product that tastes like
sunscreen. Grocery stores stock it right
next to the proper milk, probably to
trick unsuspecting students fresh off
their plane from Chicago.
Bad experiences involving rancid
milk aside, perhaps Sweden?s most glaring imperfection is one of its political
parties. Last year, the Sweden Democrats an openly xenophobic, nation?

?

surpassed the 4 percent

den still has its own demons to cast off.
The Sweden Democrats presence in
the Riksdag, however, only shows that
5 percent of voters thought they would

positively impact national politics; they
do not reflect the character of most
Swedes, who are generallyvery decent,
kind, unassuming, trusting, trustworthy, and as friendly as they are fun.
They also have dashing good looks.
All of them.
After five months in Uppsala, parting was no easy business. I met and

lived with people from all corners on
the globe. I went dogsleddingnorth
of the Arctic Circle and tried reindeer
steaks and moose Carpaccio. I celebrated Valborg, hard. I rode a bicycle
everywhere, sometimes successfully.
Altogether, it stands as the most ineffable and invaluable adventure of my

?

?

consider looking beyond those, more
popular programs and stray into an
investigation of something smaller or

?

?

campus cold has hit Chestnut Hill with a vengeance.
Though TU/TD is always
in favor of putting social
decorumfirst, in these hard
times, the desires of the

germaphobesamongst us
trump all time to embrace
the air hug.
?

Fat Chicks Not to overdo
it on food commentary,
?

but the truth about grilled
chicken needs to revealed to
a community that uses it as
their go-to healthy dinner
staple. According to a study
coming out of a university
in the UK, today?s chicken
contains 266 percent more
fat than it did 40 years ago
and 33 percent less protein.
Chobani is looking better

and better.
Smelly Stairs Here?s an
issue that has us fuming
?
well, perhaps our emotions
aren?t that extreme, but nevertheless ? the overwhelming smell of construction in
the stairwellsof Gasson. We
?

understand beggars can?t
be choosers, and reviving
a campus classic means
making some sacrifices, but
ascending threeflights of
steep stairs in a plume of
paint fumes is really putting
a dent in our effectiveness

and engagement in class.
Career Crisis As we gear
up for the career fair, looking to win over the Fortune
500s with our three majors,
fluency in eight languages,
?

and groundwork for a cancer
cure, we?re looking to make
the first step in professional
fulfillment. However, not
surprisingly, a recent survey
reports that not all of the

employedfind

contentment.

unhappy
white collar workers are unmarried, middle-agedwomen earning less than $lOO,OO
and in the fields of medicine
It reported most

or law. The happiest? Married men in their late thirties
making close to $200,000 in
a senior management position with a part-time mother
at

home. Shocking.

KATYA RUCKER
A handful of clamoringindustry

leaders and desperatepoliticians have
begun pegging Environmental Protection Agency?s (EPA) regulations as
?harmful jobdestroyers? at a time when
job creation is viewed as the precious
fuel to power the sputtering engine of
economic growth in the United States.
The American Forest & Paper Association says a new air-qualityrule

against harmful UV rays. Ground-level
ozone, however, is harmful to the human
respiratory system. It causes a range
of effects, including airway irritation,
wheezing, aggravation of asthma, susceptibility to respiratory illnesses, and
permanent lung damage. The EPA has
estimated that its newly proposed rule
would save 12,000 lives each year.

The Obama administrationhas
chosen to focus on costs. How many
jobs would this rule cost? According to
certain business groups, millions of jobs.
How much money would its enforcement cost? According to EPA estimates,
as much as $9O billion. Are 12,000 lives
worth $9O billion? These aren?t easy
scales to balance.
There are other costs that neither

that would cut toxic air emissions (such
as mercury) could wipe out 20,500
jobs, or 18 percent of their workforce.
Halliburton Co. claims that without a
new ozone-regulatingrule, it could add

the energy industry nor politicians
are willing to consider relevant in this

11,000 jobs in the U.S. this year. Peabody
Energy Corp., the country?s biggest
coal producer, supports any political

more severe in recent

decisions that ?recognize the enormous
burden regulations can place on jobs,
the economy, and low-cost electricity,?
according to The Wall Street Journal.
In a letter he sent to various GOP
members, House Majority Leader Eric
Cantor listed his top 10 ?most harmful
job-destroyingregulations,? seven of
which were EPA rules. In the midst of
this cacophony of indignant outbursts
and doomsdaypredictions, Obama has
emerged an unlikely champion.

Hurricanes, floods,
tornados, droughts,

The president has called upon the
EPA to withdrawa proposed air-quality regulation that wouldrequire a
reduction in ozone parts per billion
(ppb) from 75 (Bush-era standard) to a
range of 60-70 ppb. Ozone is a scientific synonym for smog. It is caused at
the ground level by emissions from car

exhaust and industrial plants chemically interacting with sunlight. It is the
same gas that forms a protective layer
around our atmosphere(stratospheric
ozone), forming an invisibleshield

debate, however.

to taste more

suspicious each time you

come home. You wakeup to a confusing silence that you haven?t heard in a
while, only to be greetedby the small

long you?ve been away from home until

opinions@bcheights.com.

by competition to remain innovative
and adaptive in a globalmarket, cry out
against uncertainty? So-called job-creation advocates are making a short-term
promise to stimulatethe economy,but
what is being said about long-term
stability and planning? In short, when
will the short-term economic interests
of the fossil-fuel energy industry yield
to the long-term reality of the costs, in
both dollarsand human lives, of global
warming?
The U.S. EPA has been painted as an
enemy of economic growthby shortsighted Republican congressmen.(I say

shortsighted because there are many
members of the Republican Party who
understand the wealth of economic op-

portunities to be had in the long-term
investment into greenenergy and the
creation of green jobs). The EPA has a
purpose, defined by

law and backed by
precedent, to use

the best available
scientificdata to
drawconclusions
on what regula-

years, and indeed in
the past two weeks.
-

tions would best

protect the public
wildfires we?ve seen
themall occur simulhealth and the natural environment.
taneouslybetween
Texas and New York
It is serving its
MariSSa CaSTrigno HeigHTS illuSTraTion purpose in its recent
City. While cities along
the East Coast were evacuateddue to
proposal of an ozone-reductionrule. It
is not, by any stretch of the imagination,
flooding rivers, families in the Midwest
have watchedhomes go up in flames.
on a quest to destroy jobs or cripple the
?

/

BAZOOMIE WAGON BEN VADNAL

your questionablesequined fanny pack,
you most likely met a few new faces
during your time away from Boston
College. Summertime has forever
remained an enchanting period that
is somewhat endless. After spending
a good nine months livingwith your
in-school family, it?s suddenly time to
go back to your real home. Sure the
changes may come slow.
You?ve suddenly managed to curb
your cravings for your customary
Tuscan chicken by substituting it with
your Aunt Maude?s pie that continues

Willaim Mooney Sloneker is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at

Weather-relateddihave become

externalities.
When business representatives complain about the obstacles imposedby a
pollution-reductionrule, they continue
to brood over the ?uncertainty? factor.
They say it?s too much, too quickly. It
is at this that I must raise an eyebrow.
At what point does business, motivated

Whether you spent your summer
posted on the beaches of your hometown, saving lives at your local pool or
vibing to the beats of Lollapaloozain

grumbles of your faithful companion,
your dog. You don?t even realize how

more unusual. The road less traveled
as it were.
It?s a grand,big world we live in with
gems to be found in place you might
not expect. I found one in Sweden. It
was blonde and devastatinglygorgeous.

sasters

The staggering costs derived from these
extreme, climate-change related disasters continue to rise (Irene?s damage
alone will cost roughly $2B billion), but
national interest in tackling these problems at their source is stagnant at best.
We prefer to think of them as inevitable

NOORA BASS

by,

Who is really destroying jobs?
Sniffle City Bust out
the Purell, stock up on ?C
Monster? Odwalla, quarantine your roommate whose
nose is running like it?s her
job though it?s still T-shirt
weather, the first wave of the

Going on a
nostalgic
kick

American economy. Jobs are lost--and
created, on the basis of that for which
society has a need. The businessman

who sees a pollution-reductionrule
as an opportunity to invest in green
technology and forge a new path in
an expandingindustry is the business
leaderwho will truly have a hand in fueling the engine of economic growth in
this country.
Katya Rucker is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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you overhear your mom say winning?
at which point you know she?s missed
you enough to listen to Charlie Sheen.
?

And while you continue to enjoy the
simple comforts of your own bed and
shower, a rise of nostalgia is felt remembering the homely confinements of
Chestnut Hill.

When meeting others, our introductions usually begin with our names,
hometowns, (digits if you?re feeling
risky), and then most frequently, our
school. You?ve probably met the kid
who poses as a walking mascot of his
college,advertising how great he thinks
his school is and how it blows any other
school out of the water and while you
try to hear him out, you really know his
school stands a slim chance to yours.
Finally your time has come and you
silence him answering ?Oh, I go to BC?.
His looksrange from a subtle glance
of jealousy to a faint sigh showing an
unusual sadness.Both of which further
illustrate the point that your school has
indeed topped his. Although you could
probably go on about your memorable
tailgates, your scenic campus, and your
?dimey? roommates, you decide to stop
talking altogether.It is in that very
moment you are met with therealization that you are indeed a super nerd.
You love your school and you want
?

the whole world to know it, too. And

surprisingly enough, that?s okay.
Over the course of the years we
spend here, BC becomes embedded
into our identities and who we are.
The further away I ventured from the
confinements of Chestnut Hill, the
more I felt an attachment to it. I found
myself in the Greek island of Mykonos
this summer, hunched over eating my
fourth Nutella crepe (while this would
be an all time low for anyone else this
remainedsomewhat of a triumph to my
inner fatgirl) when I suddenly caught
the sight of old man wearing a BC Alum
shirt. We started talking and formed a
bond two minutes into our conversation. Beyond giving me some of my best
memories thus far, BC has granted me
with an identity I am proud to embrace.
It has become an essential addition
to my introductions, and while it may
describe my educationalbackground, it
also tells one of my second home.
This is undoubtedlya hard place to
leave. Past the factors of a great looking student body (Class of 2015, you?re
looking pretty good), we are fortunate
enough to live in the golden gates of
Chestnut Hill. College, you are golden.
The almost four months I spent away

from this place only made me happier
to return.

Now that I?m back, I think of the
summer passed and
and look forward to

the summer gone
the year ahead with
great hopes and high aspirations. While
I may have bid a long farewell to my
family at home, I am greetedwith the
warmth of the family I have made here
today.

James Kaberna is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at

opinions@bcheights.com.
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Season is in jeopardy with must-win game vs. Duke
BY PAUL SULZER
Sports Editor

losses, guys are already getting the mindset that it?s
going to be a long season if we don?t win Saturday.?

Rarely has Boston College had the season riding
on a single mid-September game. Yet that?s the case
when the Eagles host the Duke Blue Devils Saturday

a similarroad before. They were
on a five-gameskid last season

The Eagles have been down

at 12:30 p.m.

BC is 0-2 after falling 24-17 to Northwestern two
weeks ago and 30-3 at Central Florida Saturday. The
Eagles have come back from an 0-3 start to post a
winning record once ?in 1913, when they finished

4-3-1.

?We have to get this win,? junior tight end Chris
Pantale said. ?It means everything. Just to get some
momentum back and some confidence. After two

before they beat Clemson in
October. That kick-started a
five-game winning streak, during which BC escaped Durham
with a 21-16 win over the Blue
Devils. The 2010 Eagles had 18
seniors, though, compared to
10 this year. Whether the 2011
Eagles are as resilient is yet to be determined.
?Last year, we had some senior leadership,? Pantale

said. ?We had some older guys, some veterans who
had been through it all before. Our senior class is a
little thinner this year. My class
and some of the older guys can
handle it. We tell these younger
guys coming in that we can?t be
content with what?s going on.
Mistakes in practice can?t leadto
mistakes on Saturday. We have to
be accountable to each other.?
Accountability will be criti-

cal with new faces over the field.
Six starters from last week aren?t
on the depth chart for this game left guard Nate
Richman, center Mark Spinney, defensive end Max

Holloway, defensive tackleKaleb Ramsey, linebacker
Steele Divitto, and cornerback C.J. Jones. Injuries
are beginning to take a toll on the rapidly thinning
BC roster.

Besides incorporating new players into their
scheme, the Eagles will also have to deal with an
offensive attack unlike those of their first two opponents. Duke runs a spread offense. Quarterback Sean
Renfree is much more of an aerial threat than runoriented signal callers Kain Colter of Northwestern

and Jeff Godfreyof CentralFlorida.Although Renfree
and backups Anthony Boone and Brandon Connette
can scramble if thepocket collapses, theirfirst instinct

?

See Football, B3

Eagles stay
Keeping clean
undefeated
sheets nothing new with win
for Mastroianni

Find your new

favorite team
in Newton

BY TIM JABLONSKI
Heights

Facing a scoreless draw against an
inferior opponent, the Boston College

BY KIM SCHROER
For The Heights

On

the surface, Jill Mastroianni doesn?t fit the mold of a typical collegiate goalkeeper. Most goalkeepers tower over their
teammates. She stands 5-foot-7 and blends into the crowd.
Most goalkeepers have played the position exclusively for the
majority of their soccer careers. She didn?t start playing in net
full-time until she came to Boston College.
Despite these apparent disadvantages,Mastroianni has become one of the best
goalkeepers in the country. Yes, she is incredibly athletic with natural jumping
ability and quick feet, but the quality that has made Mastroianni an elite player
has nothing to do with her physical ability and everything to do with her intense,

CHRIS MARINO
It?s been called the most beautiful game in the world. The passion it
evokes in its fans is indescribable. It
is the one sport that can collectively
bring the different cultures together in
friendly contest. I am, of course, talking about futbol, or, as most Americans
know it, soccer.
I will admit that I once fell into the
category of typical American soccer
?fan.? That category can be described
as such: soccer is the sport that almost
every child plays from ages six to 10
before finding the greener pastures of
Pop Warner football and travel team
baseball. From that point on, the pitch
is full of those ?non football players.?
The games are slow and no one ever
scores. And don?t even get me started
on the lack of contact. I mean, kids fall
if they get glanced at, right?
Looking past our initial lack of
interest in soccer, though, we can find
a certain excitement and grace to the
game. A goalkeepermaking a diving
stop, a striker driving a header into the
net just out of reach, or a long-range
specialist curving a shot from outside
the box can bring a flood of excitement

competitive nature.

Growing up with three brothers in what she calls a ?football family,?
Mastroianni becameinterested in sports at an early age. She started
playing soccer at age five, but she didn?t even think about being a
goalkeeperuntil a decision by one of her coaches found her in
the position facing a penalty kick, which is arguably the
most difficult shot to stop. To add to the pressure, she was
the only girl on an all-boys team.
Foreshadowingwhat was to come, Mastroianni saved
the penalty kick and surprised the other team by quickly
punting the ball over their heads beforetheir defense could
recover. It was at that moment that Mastroianni realized she
enjoyed her new position.
?I think that having that positive experienceof saving a penalty kick
in my first game helped me start to like the position,? she said. ?I started
to play the field and goalie and I loved both.?
Instead of focusing exclusivelyon the position, Mastroianni?s competitive nature madeher eagerto help her team howevershe could, even
if that meant coming out of the goal to play the field in tight games.
?It?s funny, because whenever I tried to recruit her, I would have
to tell her club coach to keep her in the goal because I was recruiting
her as a goalie,? head coach Alison Foley said. ?In fact, one of the
games I watchedshe managed to play goalkeeperfor most of the
game while her team was losing 1-0, then came out of the goal and
scored two goals to help her team win the game.?
Mastroianni?s desire to win has helped her overcome any
disadvantage caused by her height. In fact, having people doubt
her ability simply because she doesn?t fit the image of an elite
goalkeeperhas only made her work harder.
?I don?t think I ever thought aboutmy heightbecause I played
with all boysearly on and already was in an environment where
I had to play to higher expectations,? shesaid. ?I wantedto be as
good as them so I had to train at that level. Because I am a short
keeper, that just meant my hands had to be that much better.
I had to improve on my crosses but it?s just something that
I?ve worked on and developed.?

to fans.

My opinion was completelychanged
by the 2010 World Cup. Watching the
packed stadiums, full of people from
nations all over the world, was an overwhelming experience.Living in a world
full of violence and struggle, it seems

hard to believe that we can connect
over a simple sport. Yet, it does just
that. People have a love for the game
and are willing to drop the woes of
their daily lives to enjoy it.

In the United States, however,
sports fans really follow the mantra

of the faster the plays, the harder the
hits, the higher the scores, the better
the sport. A sport like soccer is quickly
deemed as too slow, too boring, and

See Mastroianni, B2

too low-scoring. The closest most will

bringing soccer into their lives
is playing FIFA on their Xbox. While
it is an extremely addicting game, the
real thing can have a similar effect if
given a chance.
The same can be said of students
at Boston College. As a historically
successful footballand hockey school,
Superfans have flocked to Alumni
come to

TrauTwig / heighTS

ediTor

HERZLICH OPENS SEASON WITH THE GIANTS

Stadium and Kelley Rink to see the
school?s top teams. However, few

people even know where the soccer

play. The answer to this is the
Newton Sports Complex, and yes, it
is on Newton Campus. Unfortunately,
with that comes the out-of-sight, outof-mind mentalityfor many students.
This lack of interest should really
teams

ranked No. 11, the Eagles are looking to make a push in the strenuous
ACC behind junior Charlie Rugg. The
forward was named ACC player of the
week earlier in the season due to an
impressive contest with George Mason.
Rugg scored two goals in the match,
including the game-winner in the 89th
minute.

soccer

took the

field for the sec-

Wednesday?s match against
Dartmouth knowing that someone among
them had to step up. Someone certainly
did, but it was not the first player that
comes to mind when discussing the No.
18 team in the nation.
Sophomore Gibby Wagner netted her
first goal of the season in the 50th minute
to put theEagles ahead in what turnedout
ond half of

to be a 2-0 victory over the Big Green. After
senior Julia Bouchelle playeda picturesque

ball past several Dartmouth defenders,
Wagner cleanlycollectedthepass andfired
a shot past Dartmouth goalkeeperTatiana
Saunders, staking the home team to a lead
it wouldnot relinquish. It was theforward?s
first goal of the season, as well as the first
game-winning goal of her career.
?That was a great ball from Julia, she
really set that play up, but it was also a
great finish from Gibby,? headcoach Alison
Foley said. ?A lot of times you see a player
panic in a spot like that, but Gibby kept
her cool.?
Twenty minutes after Wagner struck,
two of the team?s most experienced and
dominantplayers teamed up with one of
the Eagles? newest faces for yet another
piece of football magic. Junior forward
Victoria DiMartino lofted a precise pass
to fellow forward freshman Stephanie
McCaffrey. With the defense swarming
towards her, McCaffrey had the presence
of mind and the vision to find the open
woman on the other side of the 18-yard
box. She found her target in a charging
Kristie Mewis, slotting the ball through
two defenders to the charging junior
midfielder, who viciously one-timed a
shot past a helpless Saunders. It was the
All-American?s fourth goal in her last three
games and her fifth of the season, which
leads an Eagles squad that dropped three
spots in the latest rankings despite winning its last two contests by a combined
score of 9-0.
?Kristie and Vikki havebeen great contributorsfor us, and Steph?s quicklyadapting to playing on the collegiatelevel,? Foley
said. ?The longer everyone out thereplays
together, the more comfortable they?ll become with one another, and I think you?ll
see some more goals like that.?
After an uneven first half left the Ivy
League squad thinking it could earn the
upset, or at least a scoreless draw, the
Eagles came out gunning in the second
period. BC attacked relentlessly after
halftime, bombarding Dartmouth with
14 shots over the final 45 minutes. On the

The Eagles will attempt to carry the
from their nonconference
dominance into ACC play when they take
on Virginia this Sunday. They can confidently takewith themthe knowledge that
they don?t need to rely solely on their star
performers to carry themto victory. n
momentum

STephan Savoia / ap phoTo

Mark Herzlich played in his first NFL game Sunday against the Washington Redskins. For more on his debut, see page 83.

Rogers takes leave of absence
INSIDE SPORTS
health
Kevin
has taken
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a
Editors? Pick 5..............................82
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Gameof the Week............................82
air, on special teams, and in c0aching?...............83
ISSUE
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has also done

See Soccer, B2

Darmouth

women?s

constantly pressured Dartmouth?s forwards and consistently created turnovers
that quickly turned into scoring opportunities. Led by senior Alaina Beyar, the
robust Eagles defense prevented the Big
Green from getting off a single shot in the
second half.
Not that a few balls on goal would
have presented much trouble for the
Eagles goalkeeper.Senior Jill Mastroianni
stopped the only two Big Green shots she
faced, and is currently riding a six-match
shutout streak. The only goal she?s allowed all season came on a 25-yard free
kick in the season opener against Boston

competition right now. The men began
their season with a perfect 4-0 run
before losing a tough match against the
now-No. 1 Maryland Terrapins. Now

team

Boston College 2

other side of the pitch, the BC backline

change this fall. Both the men and
women?s teams are dominatingtheir

The women?s

Staff
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EDITORS? PICKS
The Week Ahead

Standings

Thefootballteamlooks to secureits first
win against Duke on Saturday. Men?s
soccer hosts Virginia Tech Friday, while
women?s soccer will face off against
Virginiaon Sunday. Field hockey takes
on Maryland tomorrow. The Rays come
to Boston for akey series.

Chris Marino

5-0

Heights staff

4-1

Paul Sulzer

3-2

Greg Joyce

3-2

Recap from Last Week

Game of the Week

Football dropped an embarrassing
game at Central Florida.Men?s soccer
lost to No. 2Maryland, whilewomen?s
soccerdefeatedColgate.Field Hockey
eked out a win over BU. The Packers
beat theSaints on a goalline stand in
the game of theweek.

Men?s Soccer

Guest Editor:
Clara Kim
Copy Editor
After getting rocked by Maryland, the Eagles
will be looking to right the ship this week when
they take on Virginia Tech. The No. 11Eagles can
earn theirfirst ACC win bytaking down a Hokies
squad that is riding a three gamewinning streak.
Goalkeeper JustinLuthy will look to bounce back
after allowing more goals against the Terrapins

?Seriously, guys??

Greg Joyce
Assoc. Sports Editor

Paul Sulzer
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games

ClaraKim
Copy Editor

Chris Marino
Asst. Sports Editor

Football:Duke at Boston College

BC

BC

BC

Duke

Men?s Soccer: Virginia Tech at No. 11 BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

Women?s Soccer:No. 14Virginia at No. 18BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

FIeld Hockey: No. 3 Maryland at No. 8BC

BC

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

MLB: TampaBay Rays at Boston Red Sox (series)

Rays

Red Sox

Red Sox

Red Sox

(four) than he had against all other opponents
(three), while the mediocre VT defense will be
challengedby an offense led by Amit Aburmad,
who is second in the ACC in points this season.

Friday, 7 p.m.

ALEX TRAUTWIG / hEIGhTS EdIToR

As a senior, Mastroianni now holds the women?s soccer program record for shutouts in a career, with 38. Six of those clean sheets have come this year, and the keeper has only allowed one goalthrough seven games.

Mastroianni leads the Eagles with her outstanding play at keeper
Mastroianni,from B1
Once at BC, Mastroianni?s work
ethic and natural ability helped her win
the starting goalkeeper position over a
junior who was alreadyfamiliar with the
Eagles? system.
?I love the environment where I
have something to prove to people,?
she said. ?I love being the underdog. I
like proving people wrongand showing
that I can do something that they don?t
think I can.?
Since then, Mastroianni has become one of the best goalkeepers in

BC history. She is the career leader in
shutouts, was named an All-American
last season, and made theAll-ACC first

theWomen?s Professional Soccer league
She also holds the single season or playing in Europe after graduation.
school record for wins as a goalkeeper She even has a shot at making the senior
with 18 and was the ACC leader in save U.S. national team one day. Despite all
team.

percentage last season, turning away
84.3 percent of shots.

Her performance in high school
helped her receive attention from the

United States national team when she
was 16, and her continued success in
college has given her the opportunity
to participate in youth national team
camps each year. With her nationalteam

GMAT, LSAT PREP
GRE

experience anddecoratedcollegiaterecord, she has hopes of being drafted by

this attention, Mastroianni refuses to

shift her focus from her ultimate goal:
a national championship for BC.
?Everyone asks what my dream is,
like if it?s to play for the national team
or to play professionally,? Mastroianni
said. ?My dream is to win a national
championship. That?s what I want to do
with my soccer career and mylife. That?s

the one thing I want to walk away with
and accomplish.?
?She is so committed to her school
and her teammates,? Foley said. ?Honestly, she is so humble thatshe wouldsee
it as selfish to think of her pro career or

make the big plays when we need them
most. More importantly, it?s that she
wants to make the big-timeplays and be
that person that lifts our team.?
With the Eagles set to begin play in
the competitive ACC, the team is hop-

the national team.?
In order for Mastroianni?s dream
to be realized, the Eagles will need her
to step up and perform in important
games. Luckily for BC, Mastroianni
gives her best performances when the
pressure is on.

ing to gain some momentum toward a
tournament run. After a College Cup
appearance last year, Mastroianni and
the Eagles hope this is the season that

?She has incredible concentration,?
Foley said. ?It?s not just that she can

Kicking around a new idea about soccer

CLASSES

Soccer, from B1

want to start watching a new sport or
even play a new sport, attend a game on

well in the early running. The team
boasts a 5-0-2 record, good enough for

Newton Campus or make an intramural
team with your friends. The men?s and
women?s teams will certainly not disappoint and you might actually be a pretty
good player yourself. You?ll be surprised
at how much you?ll enjoy the sport. It
seems to have caught on everywhere

a ranking of No. 18. The Eagles are led

by goal keeper Jillian Mastroianni, who

Register Online:
www.bc.edu/testprep

Call us:
(617) 552-4256

ALEX

TRAUTWIG /

hEIGhTS EdIToR

Charlie Rugg leads the No. 11 soccer team.

has six shutouts on the season. Offensively, Kristie Mewis has been a true
spark plug. Leading the team with 14
points on five goals and four assists, the
junior midfielder has been both a scoring machine and facilitator.
It?s early in the year, and college is
about trying new things. Whether you

"***\u2605 BRILLIANT."
-

Peter Travers

Eric Kohn, indieWlßE

-

"GOSLING... IS A JOY TO WATCH."

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on
Sunday in the McElroy lobby.
E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.

"BOLD, DARING AND UNPREDICTABLE!"
Scott Mantz, ACCESS HOLLYWOOD

-
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Chris Marino is the Assistant Sports Editor of The Heights. He can be reached at

Write for SPORTS.
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GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

"A TOTAL BLAST."
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finally captures a national title.
Although theroad to a championship
will be challenging, it appears that the
Eagles? final line of defense is in excellent hands. n
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DUKE AT BOSTON COLLEGE
When BC runs the ball
With Montel Harris still limited in practice this week, it looks
like the Eagleswillrely oncemore on the legs of sophomoreAndre
Williamsandredshirt freshman Tahj Kimble. Williams, who carried
the ball 12 times for 59 yards against UCF, will presumably have
the majority of the carries. He?ll try to match his Week 1 numbers

of 122 yards and two touchdowns.

Advantage:

When BC passes the ball
Chase Rettig struggled against UCF, throwing for 70 yards and
interceptions after a fairly successful season opener. He will
look to bounce back against a Blue Devil defense that gave up 290
yards and four touchdowns to Heisman candidate Andrew Luck
through the air. Look for Rettig to continue his search for injured
wideoutIfeanyi Momah?s replacement.
two

Advantage:

When Duke runs the ball
The Duke offense has struggled in finding a consistent running
game at the beginning of the season. While sophomoreback Juwan
Thompson has seen the most carries this season, the team is hoping
for starter Desmond Scott to return to the lineup after missing last
week with a leg injury.

ALEX TRAUTWIG / hEIGhTS EdIToR

Chase Rettig and theBC offense will be looking to get back on their feet Saturday against Duke after a disappointingperformance at Central Florida.

Advantage:

When Duke passes the ball
TheBlueDevils havebeenefficient through the air with a 70 percent
completion percentage. Quarterback Sean Renfree has not thrown a
touchdown in two games this season, though. TheEagles defense, despite
the losses, has only given up 197 and 187 passing yards, respectively,
against Northwestern and UCF. The defensivebackfield will look to
senior Donnie Fletcher, who is still nursing a back injury.

Advantage:

Special teams
While BC kickerNateFreese has not beenthedefinitionofefficiency
so far this season, Duke has yet to hit a field goal in five attempts. The
return game will be key for the Eagles, who have been unsuccessful
with punt returns from Bobby Swigert and consistent in their kick
returns withKimble.

Herzlich is still proving doubters wrong in NFL
ANDREW RLOKIW
This past Sunday, a man officially stepped
away from theconsiderableshadow that he cast
in Alumni Stadium and onto theFedEx Field
turf in our nation?s capital for his first career
gameas a professional football player. This linebacker, making his debut on special teams and
wearing an unfamiliarNo. 58 red, white, and
blue New York Giants uniform, took off down
thefield and in the process, left behind another
set of doubters.
On Sept. 3, former Boston College Eagle
Mark Herzlichreceived national attention,
which has become the norm for him, but for an

unusual reason: he didn?t hear his name called.
The Giants phoned all the players they planned
onreleasing from their 53-man roster that day.

Advantage:

Coaching and intangibles
New offensivecoordinatorKevin Rogers is taking a leaveofabsence
for health issues. Therefore, tight ends coach Dave Brock will step in
as interim coordinator. On theother sideof thefield, Duke head coach
David Cutcliffe looksto continue building up his program. Cutcliffe
has had two more victories in three years coaching the Blue Devils
than theprogram had in the eight years before his arrival.

Advantage:

Herzlich?s sensational debut came fittingly
on a day that Americans have come to think
of as being synonymous with our culture of

linebacker and its top backup linebacker to
torn ACLs in a two-weekstretch, enabling

overcoming unthinkable odds?Sept. 11. Since
being diagnosedwith Ewing?s Sarcoma prior to
his senior season in the summer of 2009, the
linebackerhas become an American symbol of
not only facing adversity, but leaving it in a heap
on the turf.
Upon revealing that Herzlich would not be
one of his cuts, Giants head coach Tom Coughlin toldESPNNewYork.com?s Kieran Darcy,
?Herzlich didn?t bat an eye the whole [training]
camp. Physically, he dideverything you asked
and more. I saw him improve literally week by
week.He can play multiple positions. He?s very
smart. He does an outstanding job on special
teams. He?s told one time and he goes and does
it. He deserves it.?
And I urge you to ask yourself for a moment,

is currently perched behind Kiwanuka. And
the defense as a unit lookedclueless in its finer
moments to complement a sputtering, stagnant

Herzlich to climb the depth chart to where he

offense and a coach whose famous scowl doesn?t
seem enough to rally his team any longer.
The one positive takeaway,at least from a
BC perspective, is Herzlich. There?s nothing
more intriguing than watching people continue
to doubt someone whohas conqueredcancer,
gone undrafted, survived an NFL lockout, faced
ever-present concerns abouthis lack of speed,
and outlasted veterans with infinitely more
knowledge of the playbook and league (the Giants

chose not

to bring back experiencedline-

can you think of anyone associated with football, college or the NFL, who deserves it more?
No one comes to my mind.
But this isn?t meant to be a coronation of the
next Eagle to take the NFL by storm, or a piece

backers Chase Blackburn and Keith Bulluck).
What more do you want from the man?that
was a rhetorical question, don?t answer that.
I want Herzlich to not only remain with
the Giants, but drop back into coverage next
weekend against the St. Louis Rams and intercept quarterback Sam Bradford to ice their first
win of the year as he did so many times for the

lievable as therollercoasterride that has landed

glorifyingachievementsthat have already been

Eagles.

Herzlich with the Giants. After signing as an
undrafted free agent following the three-month
NFL lockout, Herzlich has workedhis way into
a backup role with the Giants, behind none
otherthan the man whomhe inherited the No.
94 from on the Heights, Mathias Kiwanuka.

covered more effectively in much more public

Go ahead, doubthim one more time. I dare
you.

His cell remained silent.
The recent BC graduate tweetedthree minutes after theroster cut deadline, ?Well it is 6:03
p.m. and I am still a Giant. God is good.?
The many ironies that the newly anointed
No. 58 has brought about are almost as unbe-

arenas.

The Giants lost in Herzlich?s debut to the
Washington Redskins, 28-14. The former Eagle
didnot register a tackle or a stat.
The team had lost its starting middle

Andrew Klokiw is a guest columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Rogers out, Brock in as offensive changes continue
BY GREG JOYCE
Assoc. Sports Editor

The two players whoknow Brock best are
tight ends Chris Pantale and Lars Anderson,
as they have been under his tutelage over the
past two-plus years.
?He?s very aggressive, but he?s very smart,?
Anderson said. ?On the practice field, he?ll
really get after you. He?s an intense guy. Off
the field, he?ll make sure you understand everything. He reallyknowswherehe?s coming
from and what he?s talking about.?
?Coach Brock is a real intense guy,? Pantale said. ?He gets in your face.?
That maybe exactlywhat the Eagles need,
after putting up just three points at UCF
last weekend. Though it is unknown how
different the offense will lookunder Brock,
it seems that there will be a few wrinkles
thrown in against Duke on Saturday.
?We?re going to change up a few things,?

chart includes two new starters, and six out of
the 10 offensive linemen are either freshmen or

redshirt freshmen.
Bobby Vardarowill be making hisfirst collegiate
start, replacing the injured Nathan Richman at left
guard. Meanwhile, Andy Gallik will be makinghis
second career start at center after Mark Spinney
ALEX TRAUTWIG hEIGhTS EdIToR
went down in last week?s game.
end
Lars
Anderson
Tight
may
see
more playing time on
so
we
to
to
down,
have be used play?Guys go
been much of a factor in the past two games.?
ing multiple positions,? Gallik said. ?If someone Saturday with Brock as the new offensive coordinator.
goes down, someone else is always ready to take
New Faces on O-Line
his spot.?
One of the areas hardest hit by the injuries is
Vardaroechoed his classmate?s comments, saythe offensive line. This week?s two-deep depth ing the transition has not been as bad thanks to
the coaching staff.
?We?ve been trained well by Coach
Devine to play a lot of different positions,?
Vardaro said. ?As much as we have been
moving around, I think we?ve been pretty
successful in where we?ve been put.?
The offensive line was criticized heavily
afterlast weekend?s gamefor not protecting
Football, from B1
Rettig and not opening enough holes for
Andre Williams to run through. With all the is to workfrom the pocket.
?It?s going to be a little bit like what we?ve seen in
moving pieces taking place along the front
line, the starters will be looking to fix those the first two games, but to a lesser extent than Colter
mistakes while building chemistry among and Godfrey,? junior linebacker Luke Kuechly said.
each other on the fly.
?Renfree may not run as well, but he throwsbetterthan
?Game speed is different from practice the previous guys. Pick your poison?a guy that can
speed,? Gallik said. ?We?ve been mixing and run or a guy that can throw.It?s going to be a challenge
matching on the line since spring ball. When for usregardless of the fact that he doesn?t run as well
we do play, we know the tendencies of the
as the other guys.?
Renfree ran more thanhe wanted to against a Stanguy next to us andhow to communicate with
each other.?
ford pass rush thatwould not let up in last week?s 44-14
?Right now, we?re a very tight-knit group,? win for the No. 6 Cardinal. Stanford sacked him five
Vardaroadded. ?I?m alwayscomfortablewith times andhurried him repeatedly.Still, the BlueDevils
the guy sitting next to me. I trust that he racked up 305 yardspassing and completed71 percent
knows what to do and where to go.?
of their attempts against a Cardinal defense that gave
up just 200 yards a game through the air in 2010.
Odds and Ends
The final score of the Duke-Stanford game was
BC alum and Sept. 11 hero Welles
just as deceptive as the BC-UCF score. The Blue DevCrowtherwill be honored duringSaturday?s ils were within 10 points until the Cardinal scored
game, as his family will be present for a back-to-back touchdowns late in the third quarter.
pregame ceremony. In addition, 6,000 red In Orlando, the Eagles trailed by six until the Knights
bandanas will be handed out to students broke through for three fourth-quarter touchdowns.
as they enter into Alumni Stadium, since
Both BC and Duke could use a win Saturday to save
Crowtherwas always known for wearing his seasons that are on the verge of disaster.
own red bandana
True freshman Mehdi
?It?s important for us to go out and prove to ourAbdesmadwill be making hisfirst collegiate selves that we?re capable of winning a game,? Kuechly
start at defense end on Saturday,filling in for
said. ?I?m fully confident we can do that.?
the injured Max Holloway BC holds a 4-1
If Kuechly is wrong, it will indeedbe a long season
oRLIn WAGnER / Ap phoTo
in Chestnut Hill. n
JoshFreeman, now an NFL quarterback,played for Brock at Kansas State. series advantageover Duke. n

While the list of injured players keeps growing
for the Boston College football team, the latest
injury of sorts came from the coaching staff. On
Monday, head coach Frank Spaziani announced
that offensive coordinatorKevin Rogers will take
a leave of absence due to ?health reasons.?
?Our footballprogram operates as a family unit,
and we are totally supportive of Kevin,? Spaziani
said in a prepared statement. ?I wouldlike to ask
our fans and followers to support Kevin and respect his privacy. I have the utmost confidence in
Dave Brock, and we will begin the transition
immediately.?
Tight ends coach Dave Brock has been
elevated to the role of acting offensive
coordinator, while graduate assistant Ben
Johnson will now be the interim tight ends
coach.
Brock will have to adjust to his new role
on the fly, but does so with plenty of experience. He was the offensive coordinator
for three years at Temple, and two years at
Hofstra. Most recently, Brock was in charge
of the offense at Kansas Sate, where he saw
Josh Freeman become the most prolific
quarterback in school history.
At BC, Brockrecruited Chase Rettig, and
the two are working to get back on trackfor
this weekend after a disappointinggame at
UCF.

Anderson said. ?I can?t go into detail, but there will
be some changes Saturday.?
One possibility is the tight ends getting more
involved in the passing game since Brock knows
how valuable they are.
?You would expect [our role to increase], with
the tight end coach now the interim offensive coordinator,? Pantale said.?I don?t know what to expect,
but we have to make some changes. We haven?t

/

Eagles enter
must-win game
against Duke

?

?
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Being bad
has never
been so good

SCENE

AND

HEARD

C2

BY: JOE
ALLEN

DARREN RANCK
Thanks to the divine presence
of the Boston College film studies
department, I got the chance to watch
Ridley Scott?s brilliant Roman opus,
Gladiator, for class. Nothingbrings
more joy to my life than the phrase,
?watching a movie for class.? The only
thing that may bring more joy is that

1. ?sTar Wars?

the movie in question is Gladiator,
the ultimate good guy?s revenge story.
As evident in many a story (not to
regurgitate class information), a hero
can only emerge in the shadow of a
dastardly villain.
For whatever reason, I always
wanted to hear more about the
villains in stories. Patterns in the
Disney movies of yore often prove
that villains always got the best lines,
portrayed a stronger image than the
hero, and usually made a stronger im-

pression. Of course everyone likes the

hero, but when all is said and done,
what character do you rememberand
discuss after the credits? Yes ? the
villain. People all over the country
over obviously hopeto morph into
Maximus one day and take out tigers
and Romans of war with expert
swordsmanship, but I leave the film
remembering that sniveling syco-

blu-ray

Watch as Star Wars fanatics hate on George Lucas once again.
Introducingthe Star Wars Sagaon Blu-ray! This all-encompassing sci-fi collection, complete with all six Star Wars movies and
over 40 hoursofspecialfeatures, has angered thateasilyannoyed
groupwhoclaim to knowmore about that ?galaxy far, far away?
thanLucas himself. Thebox set?s biggest?crime? is havingDarth
Vaderscream, ?NO!!!? during theclimaxof Return of theJedi. We
mourn the lossof subtlety in that Ewok-filled masterpiece.

2. Tyler Perry

Step aside,DiCaprio andSpielberg.According to Forbes, Tyler
Perry was the highestpaid entertainer between May 2010 and
May 2011. Anactor/writer/directorknown for his artistic variety (including Madea?s Family Reunionand, of course, Madea
Goes to Jail), Perry has also succeeded big-time financially,
earning $l3O million in the aforementionedtime span. One
can only assume that this Renaissance man will soon make
TylerPerry?s Why Am I Making This Movie?

3. ?Mad Men?twice,liTe

Hoping that lightningwill strike
both NBC andABC
are airing Mad Men look-a-likeshowsthis fall, namedThe
PlayboyClub and Pan Am, respectively. These 1960?s period

dramasare worth checking out, but seem unlikely to reach
the quality of their predecessor. Both new series appear
more preoccupied with melodramathan on characters
silently reflecting for long stretches. Also, how good can
a series about Playboy bunnies really be on a basic-cable
station? On theother hand, NBC casting Amber Heard in
the lead role doesn?t hurt.

phant, Commodus. Oh, Commodus.
No matter how strategic he may be,
it?s a wonder that someone so corrupt,
unjust, deviant, and utterlydastardly
could ever believe they were fit to rule
the world?s leading empire. Commodus defies wonder, though, because
he really thinks he wouldbe a good
emperor! Honest, Dad! I hate Commodus, but I relish in that hatred. As
terribleas it sounds, there?s nothing
better than a character youlove to
hate.
Consider the thrilling build up.

Gibson
4. Jus Tin TiMberlake 5. Mel
producer

Ever since his engrossing dramatic turn in The Social
Network and his wildly funny SNL hosting gigs, Justin
Timberlake has had America wondering whether his
acting career would ground his musical ambitions. In a
recent interview, Timberlakeput this speculation to rest.
While he isn?t quitting recording, he states that he never
cared about being taken seriouslyas a musician. So those
waiting for a follow-up to Future Sex/LoveSounds will have
to remain patient. In the meantime, check out Timberlake
thisOctober in the sci-fi thrillerIn Time.

The introduction of the villain makes
your skin crawl. When Clarice Starling stumbled into the dark, stale cell
of HannibalLecter in Silence of the
Lambs, his appearance alone suddenly forced you to shift in your seat.
It becomes readily apparent who is
the foe. You willspend the next two

From the
of The Passion of theChrist andof antiSemitic rants comesa Jewish movie! That?s right, walking
controversy Mel Gibson is producing a film about the
Jewish hero Judah Maccabee, assumingly to prove something to all thosehaters. But some of those ?haters? aren?t
happy. A few Jewish leaders have taken issue with this
production credit,finding it insulting. Othersbelieve the
troubled Gibson might find redemption in the project. Of
course, Gibson can alwayssilence detractors bythreatening
a sequel to The Beaver.

hours, the next television season, the
next 200 pages, etc., loathing this
character and

loving it. The rest of the

story develops the villain?s power, and
you want to scream out loud, ?Darn
you, Dolores Umbridge!? Then, at last,

it happens

?

the catharsis. The hero

vanquishes the villain, and he loses all
power, becoming a shell of himself. As

media participants, we applaud his or
her downfall, not necessarily because
the hero won the war, but because the
villain has been destroyed. Everyone
gets what he or she

deserves.
Generally, that?s how the stories
go,but we?re entering an exciting period where villains are so much more
than simply evil they?re smarter,
more charming, and full of complexity, particularly in comparison to a
bland slew of heroes. The best exam?

I stand up

and

STAN D OUT

These are folks the audience couldn?t
help but root for in their original

/

Darren Ranck is the Arts & Review
editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

?trying

to lose 20 lbs

before sundAy for the
emmys. Any ideAs thAt

don?t include exercise

or giving up drinking,
pizzA or sex? Anybody??
@pFtompkiNs (paul F.

tompkiNs,

comediaN)

tary, and simply quashing competition

rable. The hero has become a means
of manipulating the villain. We know
on some level the hero will succeed.
What we want to know, now, is how
the villain will turn out. Nice guys actually do finish first, but the bad guys
are the ones we want to read about in
the papers the next day.

duNham, writer)

eyelid

actress, ?the oFFice?)

alone could help them prevail, but the
villains played the game harder, deceiving when necessary, offering some
highly entertaining color commen-

Whether you hate them or root for
them, a villain is at the least, memo-

AheAd...?

@kateFlaNNery(kate FlaNNery,

?

favorite. Somewhere along the way,
the term ?villain? somehowbecame
synonymous with?underdog.?

just AccidentAlly Ate
pepperoni....long night

twitch for so mAny
weeks it?s stArting
to feel like A chAtty
friend i ignore but Am
comforted by.?

vs. Villains. The aged franchise felt
reinvigorated after pitting heroes and
villains from previous editionsof the
show against one another, but it didn?t
go quite how the audience expected.
The heroes tribe was composedof
stronger, more appealing character.

in all fields. Four villains made the
final five, and a villain even won fan

?After 25 yeArs of
not eAting meAt, i

?hAd this

be found back two television seasons
ago when CBS aired Survivor: Heroes

villains tribehoused the
weaker, but more cunning and cutthroat players of seasons? past. Pitting
the most beloved charactersagainst
some of the most hated brought about
a surprise ending everyone started
rooting for the villains. The heroes
thought their goodness and strength

applegate,

actress, ?up all Night?)

@leNaduNham(leNa

ple of this strange phenomenon can

season. The

@lcapplegate(christiNa

Write for Arts and Review!
Meetings are Sundays at 4:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest. Send your questions, comments,
and ideas to review@bcheights.com

?i?ve never seenmore
thAn 1 drAgonfly At
A time; just sAw 7 of
?em flying Around in
A cloud. whAt?s thAt
meAn? i?m coming into
money? dying??

submit your Favorite
tweets oF the week
For coNsideratioN at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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AN INDEPENDENT
FRAME OF MIND

FASHION FORWARD

Finding something new and fresh in vintage

Lana Del
Rey makes a
grand debut

For his Spring 2012 line, rising designer Libertine channels the past
face black type. Hints of red, the season?s ?It? color,
began peeking out of coat linings, andthen took
center stage itself. Libertine is known for its covetous
legwear, and this collection was no exception, as each

pair of tights and leggings had its own unique design,
reminiscent of everything from flowers to newsprint.
Even as a mere accessory, they were begging to be

noticed.
There is something so chic about these pieces and
their stories. Libertine, which was launched in 2001,
is one of Karl Lagerfeld?s favorites, and has a huge
following. Which begs the question what is it about

THERESE TULLY

?

It?s beautiful here on campus, and in an effort to
soak up as much of this good weather as possible, my
friends and I havebeen planning trips around town
before the cold sets in and the thought of even leaving
my comfy coßo home will be unbearable.The other
night we decided to grab some crepes in coolidge
corner, and as I got dressed, I ditched my gigantic
school bag, which is more reminiscent of luggage than
a backpack, and grabbed a smaller purse. I reached
for one of my favorites a small shoulder bag of
crackled white leather with a tortoise shell clasp on a
gold chain. Though this bag has accompanied me on
many of my favorite adventures,it has its own story
that began long before I was born. This particular
bag is from the early ?7os and is one of my favorite
finds from a local vintage store near my home in new
Jersey.
I have always been particularly attracted to vintage fashions, and this store in particular, Time After
Time, has always been my go-to shop. I have always
had a love for this type of shopping, and an appreciation for finely crafted things of the past. While most
girls head to Bloomingdale?s to find the perfect dress
for freshman year Winter Semiformal, I head to Time
After Time instead and wore a piece from the early
1950s that I adore to this day. It is a white, chiffon
dress with beaded waist details. I remember going to
my grandmother?s before the big danceand showing
her the dress; shefell instantly in love with it, and
describedit as a classic.
This is most people?s first thought when they think
of vintage shopping ? classics, a search for those
pieces that are not trendy but remain relevant across
time and space. But a modern designer, Libertine,
has found a new way to redefine mixing classic with
contemporary. This Los Angeles-based design house,
under the current direction of Johnson Hartig, finds
vintage pieces, reworks and tailorsthem, then adds
silk screens of edgy patterns in fantastic hues.
Libertine?s Spring 2012 collectionfeatures a
mainly black and white motif, which is quite different
from Libertine?s earlier work. The white and black
prints were hardly boring though. Rather, they were
unconventionaland psychedelic in pattern. The collection chose to play more with outrageous contrasts
?

vintage piecesthat attracts people? Is it the environmental aspect of it? or the belief that each piece
has a unique story? Is it the belief that this piece
brought someone else luck and happiness and will
do the same for you? Does wearing vintage pieces
distinguish oneself as a unique fashionista who is not
afraid to stray from the beaten path? I would say it
is a combination of many of these things. clothing,
in its most fashionable form, is a conversation piece,

BRENNAN CARLEY

on a Tuesday that saw no shortage of stellar music releases, Lana
Del Rey released the video for
her upcoming single ?Blue Jeans.?

and whatbetter way to contribute to the worldof
fashion than to tell rich tales of your clothing, to be a
true bard for each piece, to share with the world, and
to not forget the times, and fashions of the generations who came before us?

Though overloaded with new albums

neon Indian, Das Racist, and
St. Vincent, music blogs went wild
over the dreamy, 10-fi track. The
question on everyone?s lips now is
just who, exactly, is Lana Del Rey?
call her a quintessential example
of rebranding. new York city born

from

Therese Tully is a Heights Editor. She can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

and raised, Lizzy Grant has been
writing songs since she turned 11,
when she became the leader of her

church choir. After her debutalbum
failed to make much of an impact,
Grant polished her brand. Honing
in on a ?6os siren look, replete with
sky-high wigs and pouty lips, she
changed her musical name to Lana
Del Rey. She picked up the support
of a major British PR firm, one that?s
clients include both Adele and Bjork,
a sure sign of statewide success.
In May, now working with what
she saw as a full deck of cards, Del

Rey released the melancholic ?Video

Games,? a retro ballad that showcases her jazzy vocals. It is sinister and
lilting, much akin to the churchlike

Vintage is a fashion trend that is as much about the story
as it is about the clothing itself. From purses to shoes to
dresses, any part of a wardrobecan incorporate this trend.
Designer Libertine plays off of this fondness for times gone
bywith his Spring 2012 line, full of reworked pieces that
emphasis the classic black and white pattern whilered as
a pop color, following the in-color of the season.

than with outrageous colors. The fantastic black and
white suiting was paired with simple tanks and tees
printed with French and English phrases in plain bold

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT BY KELSEY DAMASSA

?TRUE BLooD?
Vampires, Wiccans, brujas, fairies, and shape shift?
A seasonpacked with this many mystical beings is
bound to be entertaining to say the least. Sunday night
markedthefinaleofthefourth season of True Blood(commonly referred to as Twilight for adults) on HBo. With
never a dull moment, Sunday?s episodesteppedup the
action, drama, violence, magic, and romance more than
ever. of course, the Sookie-Bill-Ericlove triangle was not
resolved, but dedicatedfans know that this triangle will
not conclude until the series ends. While some important charactersmadean unfortunateexit from the show,
othersreturned with a vengeance. Russell Edgington, a
terrifying vampire on a power trip, is backand more ready
thanever to wreakhavoc among the population of Bon
Temps, Lou. other characters, like Sookie?s best friend
Tara, are left in cliffhanger situations, forcing 6.2million
viewers to wait until next June to see what happens.
ers

?KATE PLUS EIGHT?

?EnToURAGE? SERIES FInALE

TLc sure knows how to entertain America with
ridiculous programming. But they never imagined that
Jon and Kate Plus Eight wouldbecome such a big hit and
redefine the line between public and private life with
their divorce.This series finale may not have as much
emotion as other finales of this week, but it still marked

It went out with a bang this past Sunday, ending

the series after its eighth season. With 3.1 million
viewers, the series finale became the most watched
episode of the season. It was a bittersweethalf hour
as all the loose ends were resolvedand the characters
parted ways. Sloan is pregnant with Eric?s child, Ari
an important moment in TV. We have all watched Kate quits the agency to work on his marriage, Vince goes
mature in the spotlight of television, her children have off to Paris to get married to Sophia, all while Led
grown up before our eyes, and the series finalereminded zeppelin?s ?Going to california? plays in the backAmerica ofthe innocentcharmofKate?s childrenthrough ground. Entourage fans were were left with hope for
a series of touching flashbacks. America sympathizes all of the characters, especially Ari, who is offered a
withKate, for the most part, and saying goodbye to her job at an agency during the last few seconds of the
and her childrencreates unsettling feelings. How will she episode. With witty dialogue and drama, Ari and his
support her children? What will happen to her children pals are done on the tube and off to bigger things,
when their camera crew friends disappear for good? like the movie that is now in the works. Even though
After 150 episodes, I am sure Americawill get over that this series finale seems like the end of an era on HBo,
uncertainty quickly.
Entourage will live on in pop culture.

TASTE DEBATE: ?BEAT-UP BARBIE?

PRo

HEIGHTS STAFF

controversy attracts attention. Attention sparks
action. Action changes horrible things, like the
increasing instances of domestic violence. While
Heather Morris?s ?Beat-up Barbie? photo shoot
with Tyler Shields is not the most conventional
way to spread a message, it definitely gets the
point across. The photos got people?s attention
through theircontroversial nature and now they
are thinking and talking about the issue at hand.
The Glee actress is photographed battered and
bruised, with one photograph depicting her wrists
bound by an electrical appliance. opponents see
the pictures as something done simply for shock
value,but it?s deeper than that. This is a perfect
example of a modern artist taking advantage of pop
culture?s love of discordand using it to spread an
important message.
Some say he was making ?light? of abuse, but even Rihanna has done that and she herself was a victim of abuse
just
listen to ?S&M? or ?Love the Way You Lie.? Meanwhile, Stephenie Meyer has made a fortune from her Twilight series,
which basically encourages preteen girls to date much, much
older men who could tear them apart with their teeth. The
national coalition Against Domestic Violence hasn?t taken
Meyer off the shelves yet, so they should give Tyler Shields a
?

break.

con

KRYSIA WAznY

cHRISTInE zHAo

FoR THE HEIGHTS

Let?s pretend Iknow nothing about this issue. outside of
owning an iron, I have verylittle in common with the bruised
Heather Morris shown in Tyler Shield?s controversial photos, and most of thepictures I personally choose to take are
invariably marred by a faulty lens cover. Looking at these
photographs as an unabused, artistic outsider,I don?t
get it. The action seems to run as follows:Barbie
is beaten (perhaps she didn?t finish ironing Ken?s
button down in time for his job), Barbie struggles against the
bonds of domestic strife, and breaks loose,Barbie vogues
extensively,and takes revenge by singeing Ken?s beach balls.
She is free.
Yes, these depictions mayraise some awareness about domestic violence on perezhilton.com and lend a slightly more serious note to one Glee star?s career, but they fail to connect with
therealities of abuse. In a country where one in four women are
reportedly abused at some point in her life, the message that?if
Barbie can do it, so can you? may notresonate.
The idea behind this series seems to be that even the seemingly perfect can suffer from this scourge of American domestic
life. Barbiebleeds. Duly noted. However,Barbie still manages
to be the best at it. never mind emotionalscarring or the
horrors of facing a life of abuse, Barbie?s going to fix her
life and do it with style. Theresult is an attempt at empowerment that falls flat. Much like that 1950s wonder
doll,these photos capture only the most superficial.

hymns of Florence and the Machine
or Fiona Apple, complete with organs
and harps. It is orchestral pop with a
beating heart at its core. It nails the
stomach-dropping feeling of feeling
alone in a relationship. ?I say you the
bestest / Lean in for a big kiss / Put
his favorite perfume on? / Go play a
video game,? she sings without a hint
of ridicule in her words. Languorous
and pained, Del Rey opens herself up
completely with ?Video Games.?
She has taken to calling herself
the ?Gangster nancy Sinatra,? and
it?s not hard to see why. Her voice,
lovely and lingering, finds the perfect
balance of smooth and scratchy. For
Del Rey, the two are interwoven with
almost unbelievableelegance. Some
people have compared her to Stevie
nicks, but Del Rey is both sultrier
and duskier than nicks ever was. If
anything, she is more like cat Power
in the mixture of desolationand soul

with which their songs find themselves consumed.Some have also
calledher the modern day?s female
answer to Johnny cash. The praise is
warranted.
Then there is ?Blue Jeans,? a
patchwork track with tight seams
and some very interesting musical
choices. ?Think nina Simone singing
a cat Power song over Lil? Wayne?s
track,? she says, a strange yet completely accurate description of the
four-minute long gem. She possesses
a sort of all-American charm with
a twist that she puts to good use on

?Jeans.? Unlike the carrie Underwoods of the industry, Del Rey has
genuine swagger, and she isn?t afraid
to throw lyrics like ?You so fresh to

death? and ?cause I?m a ride or die
whether you fall or fly / well s? at
least you tried.?
other tracks, like the bluesy
?Kinda outta Luck,? fully embrace
Del Rey?s transformationinto a sultry, film-noir style vixen. The video
for ?Luck? features brief glimpses
/

of Jessica from Who Framed Roger
Rabbit, a fitting precursor for the
singer. ?Is it wro-wrong / that I think
it?s kind of fun / when I hit you in
the back of the head with a gun??
she asks with an impish grin, while
images of Elmer Fudd zoom by in the
background.
Will the shtick stick? In Del Rey?s
case, it is hard to tell whether or not
this rebranding is only an act or a
conscious effort to revamp her life.
The talent is certainly there, more
so than prior ?6os imitator Duffy,
who proved to be nothing more than
a flavor of the week. Unlike Elvis,
another label-manufactured artist,
Del Rey claims to have full creative
control over all aspects of her career.
Whoever?s in charge, it?s working,
because she all but eclipsed all the
other major music releases this week.
It seems that she?ll only continue her
upward journey from here: the poutylipped retro princess just sold out
her first new York show in a matter
of seconds.

Brennan Carley is the Assoc.Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Fall TV Preview

By Charlotte Parish

PAN AM

THE PLAYBOY
CLUB
The more shameless attempt to replicate
Mad Menis NBC?s raunchy The PlayboyClub.
There is very littleto suggest thatClub willbe
anything more than an excuse to fantasize
about the highrolling world of Hugh Hefner?s
ultimate boys club. The commercials try to
convince viewers that this will be able the
ladies of the club what they go through,
why they are there, and their relationshipsto
each other.However, if this is a show aimedat
female viewers, they need to quicklyestablish
a deeper hook for the series because there is
only so long that the glamorand glitz of that
?

world will dazzle and entertain.

Given the success of the suave, smoky world
ofMad Men, it?s no surprise that ABC is trying to
cash in by bringing the infamous airlineof Catch
Me If You Can to the weekly line up. Promos show
the iconic robin?s egg blue outfits on hostesses
smiling like an Orbit gum commercial but it?s
when the smiles drop that the show gets good.
Debuting next week, the opener clips hint that
?

the drama will be emphasized over attempts at

being a period piece. It?s doubtful that Pan Am,
or any show for that matter, can fully replicate
the simultaneous aesthetic entertainment and
character depth for which Mad Men is famous.
But if creators bring even a fractionof the charisma
that made Catch Me popular, they should be able
to produce an intriguing show.

UP ALL NIGHT

TWO AND A
HALF MEN

Christina Applegate, Will Arnet,
Maya Rudolph ? does anything more

It may be Two and a Half Men?s ninth
season, but this year is a whole new ball-

need to be said? With three superstars
of comedy all on this one new show,
how can Up All Night be anything but
a smash hit? Plus, to be honest, baby
humor, with diapers and exhaustion
abounding, pretty much never gets
old. With such a veteran cast, there
is a lot of potential for this show to
mix in some of the honest problems
in modern parenting, such as the
pilot dealing with Christina trying to
rejoin the work worldwhilestill find-

game for the show. After Charlie Sheen?s
untimely breakdown (how else can you
explain all of his #winning?), the show?s
future was very much on the rocks. How
does a network save a comedy when the
main character and lynch pin of the story
completely goes off the deep end? Get
Ashton Kutcher, of course! If anyone can

replace the car wreck that is Sheen, it will

be fresh faced, alwaysreliableKutcher. He
has already proven himself in television
comedy and film many times over, plus he
could bring in a new contingent ofwatchers
whohave been longingforKutcher?s return
to prime time television ever since the end
of That 70s Show.

ing time to be a mother and wife. All
this, without losing her mind, which
Rudolph?s character, who apparently
has pedophobia, thinks she has al-

ready done.

NEW GIRL

REVENGE
Emily Van Camp is best known for her
good girl roles, first as Amy Abbott of Everwood, then as Brothers & Sisters? Rebecca
Harper.But ABC?s upcoming drama-thriller,
Revenge, is looking to cast the blondebeauty
as a darker character looking to avenge
the wrongs done to her family by the welldressed, but apparently evil members of the
Hamptons. The commercials are keeping
things mysterious and providing very little
informationaboutwhat exactlyhappenedto
Emily Throne?s (Van Camp) family and how
far she is willingto go to getrevenge,but this
show has the feelof Stepford meets Harper?s
Island. Honestly, its hard to imagine how this
show will spin its plot beyondone season, but
it could provide fairly strong suspense for as
long as it lasts.

It?s hard to imagine why anyone would
dump Zooey Deschanel, who plays the
eccentric and endearing Jess on New
Girl. But if the pilot is any indicator,

this relationship rebound comedy looks
to be one of the best new shows coming
out this fall. With a ?douchebag jar? and

Deschanel?s laugh and cringe-worthy
attempts at picking up men, New Girl
may just have the right chemistry to take
off with as much success as Friends. The
only question is why Deschanel, who has
had success as both a singer and a movie
actress, has decided to come to television, which is arguably a step backward.

Regardless of why, there?s no such thing
as too much talent, so viewers should be
ecstatic that she did make the leap.
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Career advice?
There's an app
for that.

\i

KPMG's Branding U app is full of advice
to help you brand yourself for success.
Watch fresh videos, read smart articles,
and get tips on polishing up your
brand directly from KPMG recruiters
and professionals. All at the touch
of your finger.

Download today to find out what it
takes to stand in a class of your own.
kpmgcampus.com

The best advice on a mobile device
To download KPMG's free KPMG GO app,
visit http://itunes.com/apps/kpmggo or
scan the code here.

/

KPMG

Go

You can get a free code reader
from getscanlife.com on your
mobile browser or by texting
"SCAN" t043588.
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Unlimited calling.
Unlimited texting.
Unlimited happy.
Unlimited calling to ANY U.S. mobile now included
in AT&T's unlimited texting plan.
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quietly brilliant

Rethink Possible'B

4G speeds delivered by HSPA+ with enhanced backhaul. Available in limited areas. Availability
increasing with ongoing backhaul deployment. Requires 4G device. Learn more at att.com/network.

FREE SHIPPING | 1.866.M081L1TY

-

ATT.COM/ANYMOBILE

-

VISIT A STORE

Boston College students
Mention FAN #2734167 orvisitatt.com/wireless/bc
to learn more about discounts on qualified charges.
Purchase of Unlimited Messaging plan required. Available with select plans. International long distance calls and International roaming calls not included. Calls to directory assistance, voicemail, pay-per-use, call routing, and forwarding numbers not included. Other restrictions and conditions apply. See att.com/anymobile or store for details.
Monthly discount: Service discount applies only to the monthly service charge of qualified plans and not to any other charges. Available only to qualified students and employees of colleges/universities with a qualified business agreement Other service discount qualification requirements may apply. Restrictions, other terms, and
conditions apply. See store for details. Limited-time offer. Subject to wireless customer agrmt Credit approval req'd. Activ. fee $36/line. Coverage 8 svcs, including mobile broadband, not avail, everywhere. Geographic, usage 8 other conditions 8 restrictions (that may result in svc. termination) apply. Taxes 8 other chrgs apply. Prices 8
equip, vary by mkt 8 may not be avail, from ind. retailers. See store or visit att.com for details and coverage map. Early Termination Fee (ETF): None if cancelled during first 30 days, but a $35 restocking fee may apply: after 30 days, ETF up to $325, depending on device (details att.com/equipmentETF). Subject to change. Agents may
impose add'l fees. Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge up to $1.25/ mo. is chrg'd to help defray costs of complying with gov'tobligations 8 chrgs on ATBT 8 is not a tax or gov't req'd chrg. Offer Details: HTC Status price with 2-year wireless svc agreement on voice 8 minimum $l5/mo. data plan required is $49.99. HTC Inspire 4G price
with 2-year wireless svc agreement on voice 8 minimum $l5/mo. data plan required is $99.99. Sales tax calculated based on price of unactivated equipment. Smartphone Data Plan Requirement: Min. $l5/mo. DataPlus (200MB) plan required; $l5 automatically chrg'd for each additional 200MB provided if initial 200MB is exceeded.
All data, including overages, must be used in the billing period in which it is provided or be forfeited. For more details on data plans, go to att.com/dataplans. Screen images simulated. Facebook is a trademark of Facebook, Inc. ©2Oll HTC Corp, Inc. All rights reserved. The HTC logo, HTC Inspire 4G, HTC Status, and any other
trademarks used herein are trademarks owned by HTC Corporation and used under license. ©2OIIATBT Intellectual Property. Service provided by ATBT Mobility. All rights reserved. ATBT and theATBT logo are trademarks of ATBT Intellectual Property. All other marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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Community
HELP WAntED

HELP WAntED

Babysitter Wanted for Sweet 6month-Old Newton parents and BC
grads seek responsible, friendly BC
student for babysitter. Mustbe available someweekdays and weekends.
Car is a plus but not necessary.
Please have references available.
E-mail rcriccardella@gmail.com.

HELP WAntED
After-school sitter needed Sitter
needed for our 11-year-old on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from
3-6 p.m. Some driving needed, so a
reliable car and an excellent driving
record areaplus. Some light housekeeping, errands, or dog-walking of
our very friendly chocolate lab as
needed. Referencesrequired. E-mail

Sept. 18. Some driving required
Friday and Monday afternoons, car
provided. Other dates possible.
Great pay! E-mail cbkahane@

comcast.net.
Looking for a Responsible Babysitter for our two children (8 and 11
-years-old). Tuesdays 4p.m. 9p.m.
Responsibilities include taking one
of them to an afterschool activity so
a car and a good driving record is
a must. We live very close to BC.
-

Overnight Childcare for Middle
School Girl Need companion for
mature, independent 13-year-oldgirl
while parents are traveling, overnight
Thursday, Sept. 15, and Sunday,

susan@nesson.net.
Looking for a baby sitter? Contact
classifieds@bcheights.com.

demler@bu.edu.

For

?Sorry
I?m n0t....
uhhhh.....
sorry.
SINUS?

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

Collaborators
Create Results

Too bad everything can't be as easy as
knowing if you qualify for the EITC.
We're doing more than ever to help youfind out if you're eligiblefor
the Earned Income TaxCredit. Discover all the ways we're here to help.
Call us, talk to yourtax preparer, or go to www.irs.gov/eitcand have
the EITC Assistant walkyou through each eligibility requirement.
Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov/eitc

1.800.TAX.1040

Invest your ideas in work that matters.
From engineering and information technology, to marketing and sales, to
finance, manufacturing and human resources, with GE you'll find the career
opportunities and leadership development you need to succeed.
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Come visit
us on GE
Career Night

TV

*

September 22
7 p.m. 9 p.m.
-
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ACROSS
Butter and
DOWN
1 p eanut

1 0pposite

Vawkey Center
Resume drop

deadline
September 28.
I

imagination at work

Subscribe to The
Heights
Tomorrow's Calling You.

ge.com/careers

Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
113 McElroy Commons
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

$17.99 per month / $54.99 per semester
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Neon Indian begins a new ?Era,? matures beyond debut accolades

CHART TOPPERS

BY KATIELEE

1 Moves Like Jagger
Maroon 5
2 Someone Like You
Adele
3 Pumped Up Kicks
Foster the People
4 Party Rock Anthem
LMFAO
5 Stereo Hearts

the maturity of its sound. Although the music carries similar
attributes to Psychic Chasms, each

Heights Staff

The retro-inspiredand danceable genre of music referred to as
?chillwave? is one that?s at the very
core of Neon Indian?s distinctive
sound. The music can often times
be characterizedby its heavy use
of synthesizers, effects, and filtered
vocals. With a highly electronic
foundation, some critics may be
quick to call Neon Indian?s music
anything but alternative. Yet the
band?s debutalbum Psychic Chasms
(2010) portrayed the unique way
in which alternativeor pop music
can becombined with electronic
synths andsounds. The album

track seems to be even more of a
multi-layeredwonder, forcing the
listener to not just listen passively,
but to think as well. Itis the type of
music that challenges and interests the listener as thetracksare
flawlessly mixed and full of breathy,

seemed to strike a flawless balance
between snappy electro-pop and

tive of sound.
While Psychic Chasms seemed
playful, summery, and light in its
entirety, Era Extrana seems to be
exploringa darkerside of Neon

lazy, dream-likesoundsthat create
a psychedelic vibe present in all
tracks. Through Neon Indian?s
combinationof genres, the music
is accessibleto not only fans of
electronic music but even fans
of more mainstream pop. With
Rolling Stone naming Neon Indian
as one of the hottest new bands of

2010 and Pitchfork Media naming
Psychic Chasms ?Best New Music,?
fans knew that they could expect
great things in thefuture. Now, just
a little over a year later, theband
is out with their newest endeavor
and full-lengthalbum entitled Era
Extrana.
The thing that is so fixating
about Neon Indian?s Era Extrana is

Gym Class Heros
6 You & I

full, captivating hooks. From this
albumit becomes immediatelyclear
that young visionary Alan Palomo
is someone that dares to blatantly
think outside the box.By executing this vision and spending last
winter isolated in freezing Helsinki,

Lady Gaga

7 You Make Me Feel

Cobra Starship

8 Cheers

Rihanna

9 Mr. Know It All
Kelly Clarkson
10 How To Love
Lil? Wayne

Finland, Palomo was able to create a
complexand comprehensivenarra-

Indian?s
more emotion-riddentracks while
singing abouthardships and growing up. There is the same playful
sound, yet it is more dispersed,

Top AlbumS

sound. Palomo creates

more mature, and justall around
better. Psychic Chasms was full of
catchy songs but thealbumas a

wholeseemedsomewhatfragmented. Fans now are able to experience
Era Extrana as a full narrative, an
albumthat flowsandtells a real
story.

Although the albumas a whole
is a masterpiece for Palomo,
there are some tracks that espe-

SingleS
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Neon Indian explores his darker sound, truely digging into his musicality and talents with emotionaltracks.

cially stand out to any listener. For
example, the second song entitled
?Polish Girl? is arguably thecatchiest track in the set. Itis herethat we
see Palomo?s blend of artistry and
accessibility at its finest. Itis a song
that contains Neon Indian?s characteristically innovative sounds, yet
is still easy to listen to. ?Polish Girl?
is a song that is sure to be a favorite
for oldand new Neon Indian fans

a similar attractive blend of sound
appears soon after in the set, ?Hex

by surprise, but he doesit in all the
right ways. On the track, Palomo?s

Girlfriend.? Even thoughit is not as
accessible as ?Polish Girl,? the swollen hook in the song is not easily

singing sounds far away or distant,
making the emotion of the single
even more apparent and powerful.
Overall, Era Extrana is a worthy
follow-up to the tremendously
successful Psychic Chasms. Its
strengths lie in its ability to carefully yet gracefully treadthe line
betweenfamiliarityand artistic
progression. n

forgotten.
Another albumfavorite for fans
may be ?Fallout,? the emotion-filled
track wherePalomo sings about trying to ?fall out oflove with you.? The
emotional core of the track andthe

alike. Another track that contains

album may take Neon Indian fans

1 The Carter IV

Lil Wayne
2 21
Adele
3 Here for a Good

Time

George Strait

41
The Beatles
5 I?m With You
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Source:Billboard.com

& CMJ.com

With impressive lyricism, Marling is ?A Creature? of rare talent
BY MATT MAZZARI
For the Heights
Lord be praised! For today there
is joy in Mudville. Laura Marling,
a startlingly youngand talented
British songstress, has achieveda
level of expressivenessand honest intrigue in A Creature I Don?t

Know that quite violentlyblows the
current pop music material out of
the water. Here is a folk album to be
digested, a comparative triumph in
modern songwriting and expression.
Marling?s style is humblebut daring,
reaching for poetry often, and not in
vain.Her sound is very much alive,
joyous at times, but sharp and pas-

sionatelymelancholic at others.
But why be so impressed? After
all, no one?s expecting Laura Marling
to single handedly conquer the
music industry,right?
Right. That wouldbe crazy. To
beperfectly frank, it?s just hugely
refreshing to hear a recent album
that isn?t either activelybathing itself
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Composingher songs with an artistrybordering on poetry, Marling crafts a lively and daringdisc, stretching the folk genre.

in self-importanceor churned out

of a computerized studio like some
unpitiableform of mutatedlab rat.
Marlingis no Janis Joplin,and her
vocals often seem to speakto you
rather than sing, but the mere fact
thather singing voice brings actual
inflection andpalpable emotion to

her compositions instantlyplaces her
workin a favorablelight.Marling?s
music, without the pretentiousness
of New Wave alternative or the
absolute mess of hip hop attempting
depth, actuallyresembles art.
The album is musically dominatedby acoustic guitar and piano,
as typicalof folk, but frequently
divergesby delvinggently into differently structured genres. Without
ever straying too farfrom the original formula or loosing effectiveness,
Marling touches upon the foreign
tones of Latin and blues; sheshifts
often between slow and hymn-like
strains and heavylayersof high tempo string instruments, all the while
hovering above the generalarea of
charmingly BritishAmericana.
Lyrically, Marlingrests on the
acutelyfeminine side. Her tone
makes this virtuallyunavoidable to
begin with, and her constant reference to loversand longing gives the

album a markedlysensitive feel. This
tendency doesn?t make for off-putting or reductive material, but does
make certain segments difficult to
relate to from a male perspective.
Yet, her verse remains highly
successful in combinationwith the

subtle complexityof hermusical
style. In fact, the most powerful
moments of Marling?s songwriting, by far, are the instances directly
before the instrumental builds, often
characterizedby a single poignant
line and an easy, placid dip from
arpeggio to level strumming. The
recurring themesof motherhood
and pining are also complemented

well byMarling?s mystifying use of
symbolism, which thankfully manages to be poignant and thoughtprovoking while still unassuming
in nature. For example,the folksy
realismof phrases such as ?six foot
of bad behavior? takenin conjunction with the perplexing aloofnessof

?The carelessbeast was bleating? /
that they mustn?t ever look up to the
sky,? work surprisingly well within
the simplicity of Marling?s writing.
Yet therealness of Marling?s
work is what truly sets it apart. At
certain moments, the integrity is
almostaccidental in feel. The album

acts like one straight andunbroken
recording of Marling and her guitar,
with affectionate visitations from
violins, drumbeats, backing vocals,
and the like. Occasionally,Marling
willreturn from the chorus to the
verse or bridge, and the listenerwill
have the sense of being gently set
down on theirfeet from some higher
platform. Overall, the albumflows
easily and with invisible effort, all
thanks to Marling?s dedicationto
natural, untreatedsound.
Overall, Marlingmay not really

be a tour de force, but at least she
gives us a legitimatereason to take
her seriously, unlike so many modern artists who are content to rest on

the laurels of undevelopedand often
exaggeratednatural talent.Too often
nowadays,a ?musician? in obvious
pursuit of greenergrass,will throw
themselveswithout hesitation at the
tragically cliched submission of their
publishers, who I can onlyassume
have literal dollar signs for eyes.
Still, while the commercializationis
frustrating, the lack of expressionin
an expressiveart form is infuriating.
Laura Marling turns all of thatbad
karma on its head with A Creature,
and in doingso makes a darn good
album as well. n

Lady Antebellum plays the same hand for equally pleasing ?Night?
BY CHRISTINA QUINN
Heights Editor

in ?Need You Now.? The song?s

Despite thepolar reputation

lyrics speak to the implications
of wanting to be with someone
but lacking the ability to do so, a

country music tends to have of

theme of forsaken love that echoes

being either loved or despised
by listeners, Lady Antebellum
provedto be an exception to the
rule when their single ?Need You
Now? reached the No. 1spot this
past year. Their newest effort,
Own the Night, features a similar
pop-country feelrounded out by
the occasionalobligatoryfiddle
riff or forlorn lover inspired lyric
which keeps the album undeniably

throughout many of the songs on
thealbum.
For thosebrave enough to
handleLady Antebellum?s Tennessee roots, ?Love I?ve Found in
You? does not disappoint. From
the opening sound of fiddles to
thefirst line ?I betmy buddies are
out on the town tonight, dancin?
in thesmoke and the glow of neon
lights? it?s apparent from the start
that this song is full-blown country.
Gentlemen, take note of this song
its sugary chorus, ?Some people
searchthe wholeworld over just to
find a love that?s even half as true as
thelove I?ve found in you,? makes
this the type of song you?ll pretend
to disregard in front of your boys

country.

For listeners seeking theLady
Antebellum they?ve come to know
and lovefrom theradio, seek out
the titletrack ?We Owned the
Night? and its complement,?Just A
Kiss.? The first is a jam-bandstyle,
upbeat song that was pre-released
before thealbum dropped. As the
name suggests, it?s a verynostal-

gic tune with euphoric lyrics and
some enjoyable electric guitar

interspersedthroughout thevocal

harmonies.The second is a more
typical love song aboutbeing
?caught up in [the] moment? which
plays into theback andforth male/
female vocals Antebellumutilized

?

but will put on those mix CDs you
secretly make your girlfriend.
On a similarly sentimental note,

freshman girls and fans of Taylor
Swift everywherewill find musical
identification within the lyrics of
?Dancin? Away With My Heart.?
Though the song does certainly
contain a lot of clichedreminiscing
about not having seen a significant

other for a while, andwondering whatbecame of that person.
There?s something very touching about the line, ?For me you?ll
always be 18 and beautiful.? Class
of 2015, back-burner this one,

because theidealistic ?relationship? you?re going to have at some
point this year will be accurately
describedby this song come junior
or senior fall.
Though there are definitely
some hiddengems on Own the
Night, one could argue that Re-

is a regular thing for country musicians, because it seems that such
topicsget sung about in almost

everyother song on the album.
Though the ?world is ours for the
taking? feeling the song speaks
to is certainly a relatableone, this
sense of euphoria is predictably
past tense becausethe relationship
is no longer in effect. Overall, it

runs a bit long,as does?Cold As
Stone,? a track whose name can be

guessedby the 1:00 mark purely
based on howmany times the title
is repeated as a lyric.
As a final suggestion, ?Heart of
theWorld? deservesto be listened
to at least once purely because its
message is deeperthan anything
else on the album. The lyrics are

full of metaphorsand similesand
for anyone with a solid appreciation for good writing thegenre
shouldn?t matter. The remainder
of the songs on Own the Night fall
into the category of being not overwhelming but not awful.In many
cases, a similarcountry song would
suffice for what Antebellumhas to
present.

becca Black?s musical take on the
weekend was much more entertaining thanthe album?s ?Friday

Night.? Despite a commendable
N*SYNC reference, ?Money in
yourpocket ?cause you just got
paid,? Lady Antebellumgets a little
too aggressive,insisting that not

only do they want to be a part of
your Friday night but in fact they?d
like to be your Fridaynight. While
the imagery of ?wide open road in
a candy apple ragtop? and ?summertime sunshine barefoot in the
moonlight? does sound appealing,
the message is still a bit much.
?When You Were Mine? also
comes across as a bitoverdone.
Evidently the businessof dancing
in the moonlight and stealingkisses
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Lady Antebellum deftly combines pop and country stylings, like fellow superstar Taylor Swift, to attract a larger audience.

RADIO SINGLES BY TAYLOR CAVALLO
Leona Lewis feat. Avicii
?Collide?

JoJo
?disaster?
This song sounds like it has all the right
ingredients to be great: a potentially decent
female vocalist, awesomedJ, and a simple
title (previously used by Howie day, but we?ll
turn a blind eye to that). Unfortunately, these
three things do, infact, ?collide,? and not
harmoniously, might I add. What should be
another catchy pop/electro single turns out to
be a monotonous chore.

Melanie Flona
?4 A.M.?
JoJo singing a song about a guy who mistreated
her? Shocking. Itdoes have just the right
amount of ?forget you? mixed with the idealized
image of eternal love that remains after a
breakup and JoJo?s surprisingly powerful voice.
However, the fire imagery used to describe a
break up is getting abit old, and should have
stoppedafter the masterpiece of ?Love the Way
YouLie.?

?Its 4 a.m. and my love won?t answer / he?s
probably somewhere with a dancer.? We?ve all
been there, haven?t we? I understand not all
singers can haveBob dylan?s talent for lyrics,
but this is a bit ridiculous. Asrelatable as
these lyrics are, they need somespice, some
depth, something. I wish someone had told
Ms. MelanieFiona that a song with laughable
(unintentionally) funny lyrics would not gofar.
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HOW CARS EVOLVED AND DEFINED THE PAST FIVE DECADES OF POP CULTURE
BY DARREN RANCK ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR
BRENNAN CARLEY ASSOC. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR
AND CHARLOTTE PARISH | ASST. ARTS & REVIEW EDITOR

James bond

speed

Fun ?til Our daddy takes the t-bird away
It isn?t just what you drive, but how you drive it.
In film, cars used to be a symbol of not only what the
character could afford to purchase (it still seems impossible that the Dukes of Hazzard boys could pay for their
beloved ?The General Lee? out in the boonies) but who
they are.
After all, James Bond without an Aston Martin really
isn?t Bond. And all iterations of the Bond Martin are
slightly different, reflecting the time period of the movie,
special affects abilities, and the creative flair of each
director. But something each car has in common is that
each is a demonstrationof status.
?Is that you in that car? What a waste of beautiful
machinery.? This famous line from American Graffiti,
though rude, sums up the era of cars ranging from about
1950 to 1970. Cars were not vehicles meant to get from
one place to another. They were machinery, which meant
that one had to be man enough to run them. It was not
a right to drive the ?57 Thunderbird of Graffiti, it was a
privilege, one that you had to earn.
It wasn?t just in the movies that cars had a deeper
meaning. The older generations of vehicles had a more
supreme and unique beauty in real life as well, which
translated to the silver screen. They were a marker of
prestige, of money, and of class. Danny Zuko (John Travolta) of Grease might have been a greaser and a troublemaker, but once he gets behind the wheel of Greased
Lightning, he becomes a fighter for his rights ? the
pinks. Because it isn?t enough to simply drive a car, you
have to possess it in character. Ferris may have stolen the GT for the day, but the car looked as oversized
on him as the trench coat he wore to pick up Sloane.
Greased Lightning, though, fit Danny like a glove. Who,
now, can mistake the wings and nose of a Ford De Lux?
Lightning is nothing without the T-Birds, but they are
also nothing without their baby.
When did it start to change though? When did it
become not about the make and model of the car, but
rather how tricked out and speedy it could be? Whenever that defining moment was, it was an incredibly sad
day for film. CGI is all well and good, and stunt men
are very talented,but there is nothing like the classic
chase scenes where you could be sure that if Bullitt was
pursuing the bad guys, it was actually Steve McQueen
speeding through the hills and curves of San Francisco.
The ?67 Mustang that he drove spoke volumes about his

character: smooth,badass, and unstoppable.
Cars were entirely other charactersin classics, regardless of genre. Whether it was an action, drama, or
comedy film, the car oriented viewers and let themknow
something about the driverfrom the opening scene,
before anything had been said or done. Along with long
gloves and cigarette holders, the class and grace of this
bygone era of cars has been tragically lost among the
need for speed. CP
-

Get Out OF my dreams and intO my car

Following the early automobilesas status
symbol came the period of cars as escapism and
fantasy. One of the most popular and socially
conscious songs of 1988, Tracy

racer

Chapman?s acoustic dirge ?Fast Car,? came to embody
this very principle. The song tells the narrative of a
young girl burdened with obligations and responsibilities to keep her broken home afloat. She dreams of
leaving town with her boyfriend in his car, an escape
planned in secret. ?You got a fast car / Is it fast enough
so we could fly away? / We?ve got to make a decision,
/ leave tonight or live and die this way.? Through every
struggle her life throws at her, she still clings to this car
that can change her life and make everything better.

Cars became the vehicle to a dream, therealizationof
fantasy.
For high school kids in the ?Bos, the car opened
the door to freedom. With a car at their disposal,kids
didn?t go to school to learn. They went to ditch class

with their friends andrabble rouse. Ferris Bueller and
co. did it best in the seminalclassic Ferris Bueller?s Day
Off. Cameron?s dad?s BMW is the stuff of legends. It is
the car that simultaneously saved the day andruined
it completely for Cam. Initially, he felt so much hesitation about taking the pristine piece of auto memorabilia
out of the garage, but he finally bucked up his courage
and drove the car into Chicago. That baby drove them
to Wrigley Field, to the Chicago Art Institute, and to

the favorite restaurant of Abe Froman (the Sausage
King of Chicago). That car was a dream on wheels. Only
when Cameron accidentally backed it out into the creek
behind his house did reality come crashing right back
down. At least two lucky mechanics got to enjoy a drive
to the Star Wars soundtrack.
From K. I. T., the talking savvy car in David Hasselhoff?s Night Rider, to Doc Brown?s time traveling Delorean in The Back to the Future series, this era also introduced the car as fantastic vessel. While cars brought
daydreams to life for some, these cars made fantasies
come alive. One of film?s most iconic cars achieved such
a feat. The jeeps in Jurassic Park can be looked at with
wonder and fear. On the one hand, the red, yellow, and
green color scheme of the jeepalong with its screened
T-rex logo can be seen as pure fun. These trucks conveyed the classic feel of a safari with a prehistoric edge,
but they also ended up being the one piece of protection
from a raptor scratching your face off.
As stated earlier, though, this era primed the car
as a realistic escape from troubled reality. One of the
most iconic cinematic images of the early ?9os, Thelma
and Louise, put female empowerment flicks on the map.
These two chicks, played with aplomb and gusto by
Susan Sarandonand Geena Davis, drove miles to escape
from the clutches of two gunmen. They?re at the end of
their rope. The road ends ahead at a cliff. They look at
one another, clasp hands, and the car flies in mid air
over the canyon. The girls are not the focus of the shot
the car is. It?s the vehicle to the next step. As pop
?

Jurassic

culture moved into the mid ?9os, cars would never be so
fantastic or poignant again. DR
-

shut up and drive
Things started to get thematically ugly for cars in the
?9os, when they quickly lost any of the symbolism they
once held. No longer were movie characters associating
their trusty automobiles with escapism and status. Films

and televisionshows even went

so far as to

tarnish the

reputations of classic pop culture cars. The Wachowski?s
all flash and no heart reboot of Speed Racer made a
mockery of the classic cartoon car. In the increasingly
popular Fast and the Furious series, cars are seen as sleek
and sexy,but their only purpose is for racing. These
films are desecrating an institution that countless directors, actors, and stuntmen have built up for decades.
When rap became a dominantmusical form, it
seemed to be a commonly accepted fact that cars were
an accessory, a means for Nelly to go ?down, down baby
/ your street in a Range Rover.? In Lil? Wayne?s hit song
?John,? Rick Ross barks about having a ?chopper in the
car.? Coming from a tubby rapper who wore an open

kimono to this summer?s BET Awards, the threat doesn?t

land, but it still chips away at the integral role cars play
in our society.
In recent years, some directorssubverted the norm
that had overtaken the car world in the ?9os. For Quentin Tarantino, a definite car enthusiast, the Pussy Wagon
from Kill Bill was the ultimate form of rebellion. It
signified rebirth for Uma Thurman?s Bride, rather than
serving as a means to an end.
Likewise, shows like The Wire and Justified have adopted cars as charactersin their own ways. For instance,
Wire creator David Simon utilized cars in his social
commentary about the reality of the Baltimore slums
and, conversely, as surveillance, a theme explored in
great depth over the show?s five seasons. He doesn?t cast
the vehicles to the side as tools for the dealersand junkies. Rather, they seamlessly become part of the deals.
Likewise, in Justified, Timothy Olyphant?s Raylan Givens
is reassigned to Kentucky from Miami, a world where
he had come to treat Ferraris and Bugattis as commonplace. His homelandof Kentucky, in comparison, comes
as a culture shock to the Deputy U.S. Marshal. Instead
of prolonging the joke, the writers transform Givens into
a 19th century-style officer who embracesthe honkytonk cars he?s assigned. They become part of his life and
aid in his transformation.
Even the world?s queen of weird, Lady Gaga herself,
has released an ode to the cars of years past. In her
?Glitter and Grease,? the singer keeps her disco-stick
references to a bare minimum, while purring about a love
who?s ?always with his cars, cars, cars.? The rest of the
song, in typical Gaga fashion of course, reminisces about
the care with which people used to treat their
rides. While lamenting over these
olden days, Lady Gaga assists
in the attempt to cement
the role of the automobile in popular

culture for

a new

generation. BC
-
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POLITICS

A GREEN PIECE

Former Obama administration officialElizabeth Warren
formally launched her
campaign for Scott Brown?s
Senate seat. Warren is the
eighth declared candidate for
the Massachusetts seat.

New efforts at
on-campus

sustainability

Both chambers of the
North Carolina state legislature voted to place an
amendment banning samesex marriage on the ballot. If
passed, North Carolina would
be the first state to do so.
President Barack Obama
traveled to North Carolina
to promote his jobs plan.
Obama has traveled to three
states this week that he carried in 2008, but is in danger
of losing in 2012.

MEG LISTER
While all of us have been working
on our tans and at our minimum wage
jobs,Boston College Dining and Facilities have been hard at work putting
sustainable improvements into place
on campus! You might have already

ECONOMICS
Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg announced that
Facebook will not become
a publicly traded company
until late 2012. Facebook
is expected to be valued in
excessof $100 billion.
Pharmaceutical co. Express Scripts filed a lawsuit
against Walgreens. The company alleges that Walgreens
tries to lure away customers
by threatening to stop refilling their subscriptions.

pablo marTinez monSivaiS, charleS dharapak / ap phoTo

Obama speaks about his jobs plan, (left). House Speaker John Boehner, (right), converses with Vice President JoeBiden about Obama?s plan.

Obama?s job plan released, faces long road
Employment plan to cost $447 billion, hopefully
will push unemployment back under 9 percent
Americans, Republicans have been tentative
to support the plan because of the way it is
going to be financed.

BY JOHN MORRISON
Heights Staff

Avis Budget Group
dropped its year-long effort
to acquire the Dollar Thrifty
Automobile company. Dollar
Thrifty is valued at approximately $1.5 billion.

In a joint session of Congress on Sept.
8, President Barack Obama announced his
$447 billion plan to create jobs. If passed,
Obama claims that the bill would spur
economic growth over the next two years
and force the unemploymentrate below its
current levelof 9.1 percent.

SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY
Verizon will launch its first
unlimited phone plan on
Thursday for $50 a month.
The plan will include unlimited voice calls, text messaging, and web access.

Samsung filed an official
legal complaint in France
against Apple. The companies have filed suit against
each other in the United
States and Australia in an
ongoing patent war.
Verizon Wireless is restarting its online app store after
an unsuccessful first attempt. The store will be free
to Verizon customers who
have Droid phones.

This stimulus package, although much
smaller thanthe $7OO billionpackagepassed
in early 2009, is still hoped to have a potent
effect on the state of the economy.Similarto
the 2009 package, Obama?s jobplan is planning to make capital available fairly rapidly.
Much of the stimulus money would enter
the economy by early 2012 so as to help the
economic situation as quickly as possible.
Many analysts argue that the main problem facing thisbill willbe a lackof bipartisan
cooperationin Congress. Even though there
are nearly $2OO billion in tax cuts for most

BY DAVID COTE
MarketplaceEditor

killed in an ax attack in central China. A 30-year-old man
began hacking people in the
street, including two children.

50 million
peopleleft without health in-

proposals the president outlined tonight
merit consideration?we hope he gives
serious consideration to our ideas as well.?
Many analysts agree that therewill need to
be many concessions by both sides before a
bill gets passed into law.
Economists from several notable agencies, including Princeton University and
Goldman Sachs, toldThe Wall Street Journal

that the package wouldboost employment
by over 4.3 million jobs and wouldcall for
over $2OO billion in new spending while

troduced this year.? Along with this tax cut
the plan calls for over $2OO billion in new
spending spread out to an arrayof different
organizations and agencies. Obama spoke
fervently about improving public works
funding; $B9 billion will be dedicated to
these public works projects. Furthermore,
the plan has laid out the foundation for a
$49 billion tax credit for Americans who
have been out of work.
According to CNN, the main tool for

to Practice (R2P). R2P

provides a team

of students, administrators, and faculty memberswith a full set of LEED
materials and guidance to tackle the
challenge of building and maintaining
eco-efficient buildings.
Both IT and the Greener Lib
groups have been working to make

See Sustainability, D

See Jobs, D 3
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addiction and crime, and is seen as a
Though many legislators concede that the state greatly needs
new revenue and jobs, some feel that the
addition of casinos are not the way to

along a classical gambling line.
Supporters of the bill argue that it
would create more than $2OO million
in revenue and over 1,000 jobs. They
point out that citizens of Massachusetts
are already gambling in Connecticut and
Rhode Island, and establishing casinos
would be awayof harnessing therevenue
instead of sending it to other states.
Opponents argue that the bill can lead

accomplish it.

The bill?s proponents include Governor Deval Patrick and Democratic House

and Senate leaders.
Patrick argued that there is only ?a
very small proportionof peoplefor whom
this is not just harmless entertainment.?
?So I think anybody who talks about
expanded gaming, without acknowledging the human cost, is not dealing with
the whole story,? said Patrick. ?But I do

think that the bill offers some opportuni-

See Gambling, D
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NV, NY special elections
Nevada and New York

233 people

hold elections for vacant
Representative

killed by flooding in Pakistan
this week. Over five million
people have been affected.

BY MATT PALAZZOLO
Asst. Marketplace Editor

IN QUOTES

Republican candidates won separate
special elections in Nevada and New

"Our notmione

hasbe

Our nominee has to be

someone who isn?t committed
to abolishing Social Security.

York on Tuesday.
In Nevada, Republican Mark Amodei defeated Democrat Kate Marshall
to win the 2nd CongressionalDistrict.
Previously John Ensign, a Republican
senator, had resigned after revelations
about his extramarital affair, and the
previous representative of the district,

responding
Romney,
Mitt
to

GoP presidential nominee

Mitt Romney, responding to
Rick Perry?s comments

-Iranian
President

O.K., these two persons will
American
two
hikers.
be released.

Republican Dean Heller, was appointed
to replace him. Amodei won the election by a healthy 22 point margin. His
victory was unsurprising considering

Republicans have held the district since
joSh reynoldS

creaTive commonS

Disgraced Congressman Anthony Weiner (above) vacated his seat after a sexting scandal.

The number is increasing.

--iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
describing the detaining of
two American hikers.

fall.
Stokes Hall has started to look
more like a building than a mud pit
these days, and it is slottedfor LEED
Gold or Silver rating upon completion.
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), is a set of standards for designingenvironmentally
friendly buildings. Stokes is slotted to
score high on its ranking system. Students will also have the opportunity to
influence Stokes? sustainable development this fall with the EcoPledge and
UGBC-sponsored program Research

vice of society.

surance in the United States.

?

retirement scheme, to 3.1 percent in 2012
from the 4.2 percent level temporarily in-

The next hope is that Dining will
source some local organic apples this

to

Boston Globe.
The arguments that have resulted are

6 people

a need to consider some of Obama?s ideas
because of the growing frustration the
American people are having with the political dysfunction in Washington. Speaker
of the House John A. Boehner (R-Ohio)
told reporters of The New York Times, ?The

bananas will become the standardfor
all dining halls on campus. Dining?s
decision to try fair trade comes from
a student-designed petition on behalf
of Real Food and Mike Cermak?s Black
and Green class during spring 2011.

New Massachusetts bill
could allow casinos in state
A recently proposed gambling bill in
the Massachusetts House would authorize three Vegas-style casinos and one
slot machine facility, according to The

IN NUMBERS

Though Republicans took to the bill
with much caution, but they acknowledged

simultaneouslyimplementingover $240 billion in taxcuts. According to the economist
Paul Krugman from Princeton University,
?it?s unclear, in particular, how effective the
taxcuts wouldbe at boostingspending. Still,
the plan would be a lot better than nothing, and some of its measures, which are
specifically aimed at providing incentives
for hiring, might producerelatively a large
employmentbang for the buck.?
The Financial Times reported that ?the
jobs plan wouldreduce taxes paid by workers to fund Social Security, the national

noticed the fair trade bananas at Hillside and the Rat. They cost a bit more
than traditionalbananas, so Dining
is currently phasing them in only two
locations. If they sell well, fair trade

/

ap phoTo

Former State Senator Susan Tucker speaks out against a new casino bill in Boston on Tuesday.

it was created in 1983.
Meanwhile Republican Bob Turner

On the Flip Side
INSIDE MARKETPLACE
will
This week ?On the Flip Side?

explore both sides of the issue

defeatedDemocrat David Weprin to win
New York?s 9th CongressionalDistrict.
Previously Democrat Anthony Weiner
had held the seat since 1999until resigning due to a sexting scandal.
Turner?s victory was regarded as
more surprising than Amodei?s, as
Democrats have a 3-1 voter advantage
in the 9th district, which covers the
New York City boroughs of Brooklyn
and Queens.

Republicans sought to frame the
elections as a referendum on President
Obama, while Democrats fought to
minimize their impact.
Republican National Committee
Chairman Reince Priebus said that
voters are ?overwhelmingly rejecting
Obama?s Stimulus II.? On the other hand
Steve Israel, chairmanof the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee,

asserted that theresults are ?not reflective of what will happen in 2012.?
The partisan reactions to the spe-

See Elections, D 2
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ON THE FLIP SIDE
THE ISSUE:
All United States military forces are scheduled to leave Iraq by the end of 2011. Currently, they are assigned a non-combatrole and are training Iraqi security forces. However,many officials, both
Iraqi and American, have called for a troop presence in Iraq beyond 2011, with former Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz stating that a complete withdrawalfrom Iraq could inspire terrorist attacks. Should the U.S. maintain a military presence in Iraq beyond 2011?

Troops in Iraq must be withdrawn
DAVID COTE
The war in Iraq has created an
ever growing chasm in American
society. Every month the war creates

another dividebetween the

people of our country. I verymuch

agreedwith the intention of the
war, and I continue to do so today.
I believe we have accomplished
our main goals, and have protected
the security of our own country
as a result. The troops we have in

Iraq have served admirablyand
they should be respected for their

dedicationandselfless service.
However, we are wasting precious
money in a time of economic crisis
as if the War in Iraq is a bonfire
that can burn only greenbacks. We
need to remove troops from Iraq
as soonas

possible-

any other plan

would merelybe a continuation of
foolish American interventionist

foreign policy.
As I mentionedin a column
last week, theUnited States spent
$698 billion in 2010 on military expenditures, more than $5OO billion
more than the next closest, China
at $ll4 billion. The U.S. military
budget is about the same as the
rest of the countries in the world

combined. This is patently foolish

and irresponsible.
The goal of the Iraq War from
the start was to deposethe obviously oppressiveand dangerously
totalitarianregime of Saddam
Hussein and to establish democracy. The invasion began in March
of 2003. Baghdad fell in April. Hussein was captured in December. By
that time the majority of his Ba?ath
party leadership (mainly his family) had been captured or killed.
Over the next two years, a transition government was established,

resulting in free and fair elections
and a permanent Iraqi government, established in May of 2006.
By any measure, we accomplished
our originalgoals.Why are we still
there?
In a 2004issue of The New York
Times, former president George W.
Bush said, ?I sent American troops
to Iraq to

defend our security, not

to stay as an occupying power. I

we inhibit another nation?s
to do the same?

ability

An argument for leaving troops
in Iraq is that it is in the interest of
our nation?s security. Opponents to
troop withdrawalargue that leaving troops in Iraq will give stability
to theregion and magically solve
the hundreds of problems that
plague the Middle East, thus saving the U.S. from future attacks
and thereforesaving thelives of
Americans.
This is also patently foolish.

The best way to save the lives

We need to remove
troops from Iraq as
soon as possibleany other plan

would merely be
a continuation of
foolish American
interventionist

foreign policy.
of American citizens is to take our
soldiers out of harm?s way. Bring
them home to America and devote
the money we waste (over $2O
billion a year on air conditioning
alone, according to retired Brigadier General Steve Anderson) to
more productive areas, such as our
own economy.
The major reason for

the

hatred of America that pervades
countries like Iran, and groups like
Al-Qaida, is not because we are a
free country who has democratic
elections and allows equality. Itis
because we constantly stick our

nose in areas where we have no
business. It is because we supported the creation of Israel and

continue to support its existence
today, against the opinionof
nearly every other country in the

world.Hundreds of political researchers and foreign policy critics
predicted the attacks of Sept. 11
years before they happened, on

the basis that invasive American
foreign policy was antagonizing
fringe groups to an attack on U.S.
soil. Leaving troops in Iraq beyond
2011 would only continue that
trend.
As I said earlier, I absolutely
agree that theremoval of Saddam
Hussein was in the interest of our
national security. I would also

agree that a beneficial side effect of
that was the creation of a democracy in the Middle East. However,
I disagree on principle with the
idea of U.S. nation building, where
we invade othercountries for the
sole purpose of creating democracy. As Bush said, it is up to them
to find their own way.

The best way to point out the
absurdity of leaving troops in Iraq
is that the strategy almostentirely
lacks American public support.
Polling done by the Huffington
Post shows overwhelminglythat
Americans support the withdrawal
of troops from Iraq, andthe voters
of 2008 chose the candidate who
campaigned on the idea of a troop
withdrawalwithin 16 months of
his election. It is time that Presi-

dent Barack Obama saves Ameriand carries through on
his promise.
can lives

Leaving troops will create stability
CHRIS OSNATO
The war in Iraq has been
of the most controversial and consistent issues on
the political landscape of
the United States ever since
American troops first invaded
in 2003. What was originally
meant to be a swift campaign to
deter and disarm an enemy, has
turned into an eight-yearperverse odyssey, with countless
lives, both civilian and military,
lost. While I may not agree
with the reasons for entering
the war, or of how it has been
handled up to this juncture, I
would be remiss not to recognize the need for a troop presence in Iraq beyond 2011.
one

One of the greatest pitfalls
of a people is refusing to ac-

David Cote is the Marketplace
knowledge the mistakes of their
Editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@ past. For a glimpse of the danbcheights.com
ger that a complete troop withdrawal could possibly have on
the U.S., the American people
must recognize and remember
two glaring examplesfrom the
past 30 years to see the need

POLL RESULTS
Should the United States
intervene in Syria?

sent American troops to Iraq to
make its people free, not to make

them American. Iraqis will write
their own history, and find their
own way.?

for a continued presence of U.S.
troops in Iraq.
For the first example, one

needs to look back to the original Iraq war in 1991. While U.S.
troops cut through the country methodicallywithin a few
weeks to achieve victory, the
troops did not move to capture
Baghdad, nor was the order
given to depose Saddam Hussein and overhaul his government. In doing so, the U.S. left
a weakened, but certainly not
destroyed, tyrannical regime
in power. While it took several
years, Hussein again rose to

This advice from theleader
who initiatedthe war is more relevant today than ever before. We
have been in Iraq for more than
eight years. How long do we have
to stay for it to be considered an
occupation? The people of Iraq are
free. They have their own government. Why should the U.S. stay

prominence and challenged the
U.S. I assert that, had the U.S.
stayed committed in the first
Iraqi conflict, that a second
venture into the country would
have been unnecessary.

to determine the course of their

future? We, as Americans in the
late-1700s, determined the course
of our own country. Why should

The second example that

history provides the U.S. comes
from 1980, with the country in
the thick of the Cold War. As
the USSR invaded Afghanistan,
rebel groups emerged and attempted to challenge the much
more powerful invading force.
Seeing the rebels as a chance to
score a major victory, the U.S.
began dedicatingfunds to provide weaponry and specialized
training to Afghan rebels who
were trying to dispel Soviet
troops from their land. The
U.S. would ultimately dedicate,

through the efforts of thensenator Charlie Wilson, over
$3OO million in Pentagon funds

While I may not
agree with the
reasons for entering
the war, or of how
it has been handled
up to this juncture, I
would be remiss not
to recognize the need
for a troop presence
in Iraq beyond 2011.
to

the rebels?

cause.

Through

this effort, the rebels managed to drive the Soviets back
from their land, and caused the
Soviet government to declare
the invasion a mistake, thereby
dealingwhat many considered
to be a deathblowfor the USSR
in the Cold War. However, once
the Soviets pulled their troops,
the U.S. pulled its funds. The
country was left to fend for
itself, with no way to properly govern, educate, or train
its citizens. A power vacuum

began to suck Afghanistan dry,
and the land became torn apart
by civil war. From these con-

flicts, the terrorist organization

Al-Qaida arose to prominence
in the country and gradually
became more radical and powerful, thus planting the seeds
for the organization that would
enact the most devastating terrorist attacks in U.S. history on
Sept. 11, 2001.
With the 10th anniversary
of the Sept. 11 attacks this
past weekend, the dangers of

pulling all U.S. troops out of an
unstable Iraq should be all the
more prevalent to the American
people. The Iraq War has been
a large stain on the grand history of this country, both as a
military power and as a beacon
of democracy. While the war
itself may have been mis-

guided, the amazing work that
our troops have done in the
country cannot, and must not,

be ignored. A vicious dictator
has been removed, a functioning democracy has been put in
place, and civil orderhas been
restored to a place where it was
missing for over 30 years. I do
not mean to downplay the men
and women who have lost their
lives in the conflict. As someone who has friends and family
that have served in the armed
forces, I do not want to make
it seem as though I have little
or no regard for our troops
and all that they have done. On
the contrary, I think we should
laud them for the exceptional
job they have done not just as
soldiers, but as ambassadors

for our country on the whole.
It is my humble opinion that
it would be a disservice to
the men and women fighting
overseas to simply pluck them
from Iraq and make themwatch
as all that they helped to build
crumbled without them there.

Chris Osnato is

a guest

colum-

for

The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com
nist

Shamed house members replaced
Elections, from
cial elections were the direct
opposite of the one to replace
Congressman Chris Lee (R-NY). In May, Lee, a Republican,
resigned after shirtless photos
of him surfaced on Craigslist.
Kathy Hochul, the Democratic candidate, repeatedly
hammered her opponent, Republican Jane Corwin, for his
support of Paul Ryan?s budget
plan. Hochul said that Ryan?s

plan would privatize and even-

tually dissemble Medicare, and
at her victory speech supporters gleefully chanted ?Medicare! Medicare!?
Democrats framed the special election in May as a referendum on Ryan?s budget bill
and hinted at plans to use it
as a centerpiece of the 2012
election campaign cycle. In a
similar strategy, Democratic

candidates tried to link their
opponents to Ryan?s Medicare
plan, though with much less

Weprin?s downfall. Orthodox

Jews make up a significant
percentage of the district?s constituency, and Obama?s policies
are deeply unpopularwith Jews,
including his advocacy of pre-1967 borders in a two state
solution, as well as his staunch

The Republican
euphoria over the
upset in the 9th
Congressional
District may be
short lived. Based
on the results of
the 2010 Census,
New York will
have to cut two
districts by 2013.

success.

opposition to the construction

While the National Organization for Marriage claimed
that Weprin?s support for samesex marriage in New York
contributed to his defeat, many
analysts have instead pointed
to President Barack Obama?s
foreign policy with Israel as

of any new Israeli settlements
in the West Bank.
In fact, former New York
City mayor Ed Koch, a Democrat and supporter of Obama in
2008, endorsed Turner, stating
that Obama ?threw Israel under
the bus.? The Republican Jew-

ish Coalitionsaid that Obama?s
treatment of Israel could have
serious implications in battleground states with significant
Jewish populations, such as
Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Turner gave his victory
speech in front of both American and Israeliflags, a symbolic
reminder of the importance
of Israeli foreign policy in the
heavily Jewish-populated New
York City.
The Republican euphoria
over the upset in the 9th CongressionalDistrict may be short

lived. Based on the results of
the 2010 Census, New York

will have to cut two districts
by 2013. The ninth District has
been widely speculated as one
of the potentially eliminated
districts.
While Obama easily carried
New York in the 2008 presidential election, Nevada could
present a problem. Obama
won the state by 12 points in
2008, but former president
George W. Bush carried Nevada in both 2000 and 2004,
and it is currently considered

battleground state. Obama
has been travelingrecently to
battlegroundstates to promote
his new jobs bill, including
Ohio, Pennsylvania,and North
a

Carolina. n
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Mark Amodei (top right) won a house seat in Nevada after John Ensign (bottom) resigned due to a scandal.
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Should American troops
remain inIraq beyond
2011?

No way, far too many lost
lives for goals we accomplished 8 years ago.

Yes, WMD?s are like cicadas, they only appear once
every 17 years.

No. Bring the boys home.

Yes. We should protect the
progress that has already
been made there.

Is Obama?s Attack Watch a
legitimate creation?

Is being the most vain
President in American history a good thing?

No, only godlessliberal
communists spread slander.

I don?t know, it soundskind

of 1984 to me.

Obama?s Attack Watch
comes off as a bit authoritarian.

Will Rick Perry?s Social
Security comments jeopardize his campaign?

Probably, they make him

Yes, conservatives never
support candidateswho
go over the top criticizing
liberalprograms.

Yes, especially if he makes
it to the general election.

It?s too early for a comment
like that to really have an

Will Republicans compromise with Obama on his
jobsbill?

Obama will probably compromise with them.And by
compromise I mean give
them everything they want.

Only if he gives them his
REAL birth certificate.

They?ll try to water it down.

look paranoid.Even if they
were partially true.

niCk Doffek

Daniel Sologuren

President, College Democrats

President, College Republicans

No, they?ve been there too
long already. Its time to
bring them home.

Its certainly a great tool
to fight the misinformation
aboutPresident Obama.
Absolutely. I believe the

millionsof Americans on
Social Security would have
something else to say.

impact.

Hopefully they will put the
well-being of the nation
above partisan lines.

Asking whether Republican?s
will compromise is just a
partisan tactic in an attempt
to play theblame game.

Obama?s plan to rival Romney?s
Jobs, from
financing the jobproposal, known
as the American Jobs Act, will
be to restructure the tax code by
eliminating many deductions and
exemptions for wealthyAmericans
and giving tax breaks to many hard
working Americans. Specifically,
theplan wouldreduce thepercentage of money taken from payroll
to pay for Social Security while
simultaneously giving tax breaks
to all small businesses paying less
than $5 million in wages.
If passed, the new tax codes
would go into effect beginning in
January 2013. All told, under this
plan the government wouldtake in
roughly $4OO billion worth of new
revenue mostly generatedfrom the
re-working of the tax codefor rich

Americans and changes in government subsidies for America?s
largest corporations. However,
proposals such as the Pay-For

American politics. According to
Obama, these ideologies falsely
hold as, ?the only thing we can
do to restore prosperity is just

proposal and the stimulus package will face strong opposition
from leaders on Capitol Hill,

dismantle government, refund
money, let everyone
write their own rules, and tell
everyone they?re on their own.?
In tense politicalrhetoric, he
challenged Congress to let go of
their allegiances for the greater
good of society and respond to
the economic crisis by passing
his jobs bill.
?I know some of you have
sworn oaths never to raise any
taxes on anyone for as long as
you live. Now is not the time
to carve out an exception and
raise middle-class taxes, which
is why you should pass this bill
right away.? n

where Obama has struggled
recently in winning support for
any type of legislation.
The troubles with the economy over the past year have led to
Obama?s lowest approval rating
since his election. While present-

ing his jobplan, he also took the
time to address the inability of
government to function. He cited
that many of the problems lie in
the ever growing polarizationbetween common American politi-

cal values, and the increasingly
popular radical ideologies in

everyone?s

PhoTo CourTeSy of MaSSlive.CoM

Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick is a supporter of the gamblingbill, sayingit will create jobs and revenue.

Gambling bill likely to pass soon
Gambling, from

D 1

ties for us to invest in thekinds
of programs that help.?
States nearby that allow some
amount of gambling include
Connecticut and Rhode Island. Connecticut?s two largest casinos, Mohegan Sun and
Foxwoods, net well over $3OO
million annuallyfor the state of
Connecticut.

With national unemployment rising, the opening of
casinos in the state of Massachusetts will likely create hundreds, if not thousands of jobs
for unemployed citizens.
The House has already considered over 150 amendments
to the proposedlegislation,with
many passing without much

debate.
One

such amendment re-

quired potential casinos to
patrol their parking lots for

children left in cars by negligent
parents.

are

relatively divided on the

topic of gambling and opening
casinos. However, most agree
that a broader approach to jobs
creation is imperative.

Democratic
Representative
Thomas P. Conroy

argued against
the casino on the
basis of aesthetic,
saying casinos
would not fit in

with Massachusetts
existing tourism.

gaming is down theroad. There
is more that we should do.?
Berkshire Hathaway Chairman and noted investor, War-

Buffet have often spoken
against gambling, saying that
such expenditures fail to develop an economy. Rather,

ren

they are merely ?an exchange
of money.?
Democratic Representative Thomas P. Conroy argued
against the casino on the basis
of aesthetic, saying casinos
would not fit in with Massachusetts existing tourism
attractions.

?It?s

not

Marketplace is looking
for writers for the fall
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clear that destina-

tion resort casinos are consistent with the overall brand
Massachusetts offers in the
tourism industry,? said Conroy
to reporters. ?The idea of closed
buildings with pumped in air

and no windows?.?
House Minority Leader
Bradley H. Jones told reporters,
?Whether you?re a proponent
or you?re an opponent, the po-

The Republican members
of Massachusetts Congress tential for jobs from expanded
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Despite some opposition,

there is

a strong belief in the
State House and among leg-

islators that the bill will be
passed. n
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POLITICO OF THE WEEK
Michele Bachmann

BY DAVID COTE
MarketplaceEditor
Michele Bachmann was born in Waterloo,
lowa to a family of Lutheran Democrats. She
moved to Minnesota whenshe was 13. Her par-

divorced and Bachmann was raised by her
mother. Bachmann graduatedfromAnoka High
School in 1974. Four years later, she graduated
from Winona State University.
In 1978, Bachmann married Marcus Bachmann and together the two moved to Stillwater,
Minn. 10years later.Bachmann saysshebecame a
Republican duringher senior year of undergraduate study. She became an anti-abortion activist
during the ?7os, and was disappointed with
former U.S. President Jimmy Carter?s socially
liberal policies. She votedfor Ronald Reagan in
1980 and workedon his campaign. In the early
?9os, she founded a K-12 publicly funded school
with other Minnesota parents. Though the school
preached sectarian emphasis, it drewconsiderable criticism from parents and was warned by
the state legislature.
ents

Alex MAnTA / HeigHTS grApHic

In 2000, Bachmann beat the 18-year incum-

bent for the Republican nomination for Minnesota state senator. A few months later, she won
the general election, defeating Ted Thompson.
In 2003, Bachmann proposed a state law which
wouldbar the state from ever legalizingsame-sex
marriage or other equivalents.
In 2006, Bachmann was elected as a representative for Minnesota?s sixth congressional

district. As a congresswoman,she opposed the
College Cost Reduction and Access Act that
would raise federal grants. She is a self-professed
skeptic of global warming, asserting that the
theory is a hoax.
She opposedbailoutsof the financial markets,
and accused President Barack Obama of being
anti-American. Bachmann has been vocal with
her opinions since her election, gaining her both
criticism and admiration.
As the Tea Party emerged, Bachmannbecame
an outspokensupporter of their policies. She responded to Obama?s 2011 State of the Union address for the websiteof the Tea Party Express.
On June 27, 2011, Bachmann formally announced her intention to run for the Republican
nomination for president in 2012. n

New sustainability efforts hope to make campus more eco-friendly
Sustainability,from

D 1

BC?s libraries and technology
centers more environmen-

tally friendly. The Campus
Technology Research Center?s
(CTRC) bulletin board this
month offers users a variety of
ways to minimize their energy
use and keep their computers safe, including unplugging

your laptop after charging

and using the ?sleep? function when your laptop is not
in use. Both the CTRC and
library printers continue to
default to double-sidedprinting.
SustainßC, the student,
faculty, and administrator

collaborative sustainability
group, is being revamped this
year to become more inclusive and forward-thinking.
The effort is headed by Laura
Hake, faculty chair, Robert

coming soon.

Pion, the director of sustain-

The

ability, representatives from
BC Greener Lib, and student
leaders from the UGBC Office
of Sustainability,Real Food,
and EcoPledge. The group
will host regular meetings
throughout the school year
that each focus on a particular
aspect of sustainability at BC.
It also hopes to forge a closer
alliance betweenstudents and
alumni interested in environmentaland energy careers.
The grouphas a new website

2012

The Office of Facilities and
the Office of Sustainability
has recently begun trials of
the Power Dashboard, an en-

allows students to constantly
monitor their daily energy
use. The developershope
that making energy use visible, accessible, and real to

Office of Facilities and the
Office of Sustainability has
recently begun trials of the Power
Dashboard, an energy meter
developed by three BC juniors.
ergy meter developedby three
BC juniors, CJ Reim, Rich
Rines, and Kevin Driscoll. The
Dashboard is now operating
in selectresidence halls and

students will motivate them
to

decrease their energy

consumption through simple

lifestyle modifications.These
modificationsmay be as easy

Republican

as turning off the lights after
leaving a room, or unplugging

to host Harvest Fest on Oct.
14. The day-long event will

appliances while they are not
being used.
The School of Theology
and Ministry and EcoPledge

feature a farmer?s stand, apple
picking, pumpkin painting,
and other traditionalfall
activities! Despite the lack of
green space on campus this
year, students will still have
the opportunity to appreciate
the beauty of the brief New
England fall.
There are many things happening on campus this year
and there are always opportunities to get involved and
make your voice heard.

plan to form environmental
justice service groups during
the upcoming year. Though

has a long tradition of
social service and ?men and
women for others,? issues
involving environmental
justice, environmental racism,
and environmental health and
poverty often go unnoticed.
EcoPledge hopes to engage in
days of service and a weekend-long service immersion
BC

trip.

Finally, EcoPledgeplans

Meg Lister is a staff columnist
Heights. She welcomes
comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com

for The

Candidates

Michele Bachmann

Ron Paul

Representative, Minnesota

Representative, Texas

Former State Senator, Minnesota

Medical Doctor, 08/GYN

Former Tax Attorney

Flight Surgeon in the Air Force

Herman Cain

Rick Perry

CEO of Godfather?s Pizza

Governor of Texas

Chairman, Federal Reserve of Kansas City

Captain in the Air Force

Former ballistics employee of the Navy

Texas Agricultural Commisioner

Newt Gingrich

Mitt Romney

Former House Speaker

Former Governor of Massachusetts

Former Representative, Georgia

Campaigned for president in 2008

Created ?Contract With America?

Organized 2002 Winter Olympics

John Huntsman

Rick Santorum

Former U.S. Ambassador to China

Former Senator, Pennsylvania

Former Governor of Utah

Former Representative, Pennsylvania

Former U.S. Ambassador to Singapore

Chairman, Senate GOP Conference

